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Abstract
Detecting and analysing protein cavities provides significant information about active sites for biological processes (e.g. protein–
protein or protein–ligand binding) in molecular graphics and modelling. Using the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a given
protein (i.e. atom types and their locations in 3D) as retrieved from a PDB (Protein Data Bank) file, it is now computationally
viable to determine a description of these cavities. Such cavities correspond to pockets, clefts, invaginations, voids, tunnels,
channels and grooves on the surface of a given protein. In this work, we survey the literature on protein cavity computation and
classify algorithmic approaches into three categories: evolution-based, energy-based and geometry-based. Our survey focuses
on geometric algorithms, whose taxonomy is extended to include not only sphere-, grid- and tessellation-based methods, but
also surface-based, hybrid geometric, consensus and time-varying methods. Finally, we detail those techniques that have been
customized for GPU (graphics processing unit) computing.
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1. Introduction

In 1894, Fischer conducted pioneer studies on detection of protein
cavities [LS94]. From these studies, he concluded that the binding
of a molecule to another is similar to the paradigm of inserting a
key into a lock. In other words, this means that the affinity between
two molecules exists if the shape of one molecule matches the
shape of the other. However, this model was considered to be overly
simplistic, because shape cannot be the only factor that influences
the detection of protein cavities since proteins are highly flexible
and change shape over time. Generally speaking, protein binding
sites are specific, large and deep clefts [LLST96]. However, protein
shape can vary considerably, depending on the protein we have
at hand. For example, the protein binding site of a ribonuclease
is an extended rut or groove, while the protein binding site of an

endonuclease is a spherical cavity, and for an enzyme, it is usually
the largest cavity [LWE98].

In fact, a protein can bind many types of molecules, largely be-
cause of its non-negligible number of cavities. Indeed, many prop-
erties can be inferred from these molecular regions, furthering our
understanding of molecular interfaces and interaction regions. This,
in turn, provides valuable information for the design of comple-
mentary compounds, that may act as active protein inhibitors or
disruptors of protein–protein interactions. In general, those binding
site regions have large surface areas and correspond to concave, cleft
or hole-shaped regions on a protein surface [KG07]. For all these
reasons and more, it becomes necessary to develop accurate tools
to characterize protein cavities. Cavity properties of interest include
its geometry such as shape, size and depth, and also its associated
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Figure 1: (a) Van der Waals surface; (b) SAS surface; (c) SES surface; (d) Gaussian surface. Images generated with UCSF Chimera
[PGH*04] for protein 1wbr.

biochemical and biophysical properties, such as pH, electrostatics,
hydrogen-bonding propensity, etc. It is the conjugation of all of these
factors that enable a ligand (small molecule) or another protein to
recognize the correct place to bind a given target protein [Kub06].

To make laboratory experiences easier, it would be helpful to
have computational methods capable of simulating biochemical
processes underlying protein–ligand interactions. However, these
biochemical processes are tough to recreate in silico. These dif-
ficulties are related to the variety of suitable ligands, the variety
of protein cavities, the protein shape variations themselves and the
physicochemical factors that act on cavity regions.

Such regions usually correspond to pockets, clefts, inner cavities
and grooves on protein surfaces. Therefore, a better understanding
of the process entangled in binding proteins requires the detection of
cavities on the molecular surfaces. A computational estimate of the
location of such protein regions may be instrumental in improving
the design of new drugs, before initiating any experimental labo-
ratory work in the drug discovery process. For that purpose, many
algorithms for predicting and identifying protein cavities have been
developed so far. Such algorithms divide into three broad categories:

� Evolutionary algorithms: They rely on multiple sequence align-
ments to find the location of cavities on a given protein sur-
face (e.g. ConSurf [AGBT01], Rate4Site [PBM*02] and GarLig
[PPG10]).

� Energy-based algorithms: In this case, cavities are detected by
computing the interaction energies between protein atoms and
a small-molecule probe (e.g. Grid [Goo85], QSiteFinder [LJ05]
and AutoLigand [HOG08]).

� Geometric algorithms: These algorithms analyse the geo-
metric properties of a molecular surface to detect cavities
(e.g. SURFNET [Las95], LIGSITE [HRB97] and Pocket-
Depth [KC08]).

Each approach has its drawbacks. For example, geometric meth-
ods relying on a grid are sensitive both to protein orientation and
grid spacing. Energy-based methods depend on their filtering proce-
dures, force field parameterizations and scoring functions. In turn,
evolutionary-based methods depend on the quality of the alignment
tool, and also on the number of available sequences. These problems
show us that there is still a long way to go in this field so that there
is a need for further analysis of all the processes involved in detect-
ing binding sites of proteins [KG07]. This explains why detecting
molecular cavities still is a very active research area [HSAH*09].

Although several authors have surveyed cavity detection algo-
rithms [GS11, ZGWW12, BCG*13, Duk13, KSL*15], these sur-
veys only present brief citations backed by summary descriptions,
that is, they do not provide enough detail on the algorithms.
Furthermore, these surveys agree on a simplified classification
of cavity detection algorithms into the following classes: sphere-
based, grid-based and Voronoi-based. More importantly, such sur-
veys lack a critical comparison between algorithms. As an ex-
ception, a more detailed survey focusing on the visual analysis
of biomolecular cavities was recently published [KKL*16], that
is, with a flavour in molecular visualization. On the contrary, our
survey adopts a more geometry-based approach to protein cavity
detection.

This survey falls in the scope of molecular graphics and
modelling, that is, a research area at the intersection of compu-
tational biology, bioinformatics, computational geometry and com-
puter graphics. More specifically, this paper approaches the com-
puter graphics and computational geometry side of cavity detection
methods, that is, the geometry of proteins; hence, the focus is on
geometry-based algorithms for identifying cavities on protein sur-
faces such as those depicted in Figure 1. As mentioned above,
geometric methods for detecting cavities on proteins fall into three
main categories: grid-based, sphere-based and Voronoi-based. We
extend this classification of geometric methods as a tool to organize
the survey itself, as illustrated in Figure 2.

2. Background

There has been considerable work on cavity detection for molecules.
This is especially relevant for molecular docking and related prob-
lems. A molecule is considered to be an orderly grouping of atoms
bound by favourable chemical connections [JKSS96, WM97]. In
particular, the family of biomolecules spans the building blocks
of living organisms. This family includes large macromolecules,
namely, proteins, polysaccharides, lipids, nucleic acids and small
molecules (e.g. primary metabolites and secondary metabolites). In
this paper, we are interested in proteins and their cavities, where
their interactions with ligands usually take place.

2.1. Proteins

Proteins constitute about 20% of the human body, and play a cru-
cial role in most biological processes. Amino acids are the building
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of geometry-based methods.

blocks that make up proteins [Whi05]. In summary terms, a pro-
tein can be understood at four distinct structural levels [AJL*07].
The primary structure of a protein is given by its sequence (or
chain) of amino acids. The secondary structure of a protein
comprises amino acid subsequences that exhibit a specific struc-
tural regularity. These secondary regular structures are known as
alpha-helices (alpha-helixes) and beta-pleated sheets (beta-sheets).
Alternatively, the secondary structure can be defined using the reg-
ularity of backbone dihedral angles of amino acid residues. The
tertiary structure denotes the geometric shape of a given protein,
that is, it refers to the folding of the whole protein chain (including
the secondary structures) into its final three-dimensional (3D) shape.
Recall that it is the protein folding that makes the protein acquire its
functional shape or conformation. Also, many proteins have two or
more polypeptide chains or tertiary structures that are held together
by the same non-covalent forces as those of tertiary structures, that
is, many proteins can fold into a quaternary structure, resulting in
a protein complex.

2.2. Protein surfaces

Taking into consideration that proteins fold in an aqueous medium,
that is, soluble biomolecules adopt their stable conformation in
water (hydrophobic effect) [Sim03], we can think of protein cavities
as recesses on a protein surface where water can enter and stay for
some time. Therefore, detecting protein cavities depends on features
found on the protein surface.

In the literature, we find many mathematical formulations of
protein surfaces, namely: van der Waals surface (vdW), solvent-
excluded surface (SES), solvent-accessible surface (SAS) and
Gaussian surface, as illustrated in Figure 1. For modelling purposes,
atoms are often conceptualized as hard spheres, but that is not true
because their electronic fields partially overlap within a molecule
(e.g. a protein). The van der Waals surface is given by the surface
of the union of such atomic spheres [LR71] [Whi97], as shown in
Figure 1(a).

Initially proposed by Lee and Richards [LR71], SAS was intro-
duced to model the molecular hydrophobic effect using the vdW
surface plus a probe sphere of radius 1.4 Å featuring the water
molecule. SAS is the surface generated by tracing the centre of the

water probe sphere rolling on the vdW surface. In mathematical
terms, SAS is also defined as the surface of the union of atomic
spheres, but with their radii increased by 1.4 Å. Obviously, SAS is
bulkier than van der Waals surface, because the water is taken into
account on the molecule, as shown in Figure 1(b).

SES was introduced by Richards [Ric77] (see Figure 1c), and
also uses the rolling probe sphere as SAS, that is, the probe
sphere featuring the water molecule rolls on the vdW surface.
SES consists of two parts, the contact surface and the reentrant
surface. The contact surface comprises disconnected patches of
the vdW surface that enters in contact with the probe, while the
reentrant surface is made up of disconnected patches resulting
from the interior-facing part of the probe when it enters simul-
taneously in contact with two or more atoms. SES is the union
of these contact and reentrant patches, resulting in a connected
surface.

Gaussian surface is an analytical formulation for molecular sur-
faces that results from summing up Gaussian functions representing
the electronic density fields of atoms that form a molecule [Bli82]
(see Figure 1d). The Gaussian surface is smooth because the sub-
sidiary functions decay smoothly to zero with the distance to each
atom centre.

It is clear that cavity detection algorithms usually start with the
reading of the set of atoms in memory, that is, they inherently use the
vdW surface. But, as explained throughout the paper, there is a trend
to use analytical surfaces like SES and Gaussian surfaces to detect
cavities using geometric properties as of differential geometry, as
is usual in segmentation techniques studied in computer graphics
[PTRV12] [DG17].

2.3. Protein cavities

Seemingly, there is no consensus about the definition of cavity, nei-
ther about the classification of cavities. Terms such as cavity, pocket,
channel, tunnel, void and cleft are often used in a slightly differ-
ent way, or even not being defined at all. Some authors describe a
pocket as a non-flat and concave molecular surface feature [LJ06,
HSAH*09, PSM*10, CS10, GS13], so that pockets and cavities
are used interchangeably. Other authors define a cavity as an in-
ner region inside the molecular surface [HRB97, BHH*10, VG10,
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Figure 3: Types of cavities.

OMV11, KLKK16], which may lead to the idea that a cavity is
a void. It is also observed in the literature that there is an un-
clear distinction between tunnels and channels [POB*06, OFH*14,
PEG*14]. In fact, a formal mathematical definition of protein cavity
remains absent in the literature [OFH*14].

How can we define a protein cavity? Informally, we can say
that a cavity is a concavity on the protein surface. This leads us
to put the theory of convexity in the context of geometric cavity
detection methods. Apart its generality, the advantage of using the
mathematical theory of convexity [Lay82] is that it provides a formal
definition of protein cavity, as follows:

A cavity is a connected component of the complement space of
the protein inside its convex hull.

Note that the concept of connected component is topological,
and has to do with the first Betti number β0 (the number of con-
nected components) of such complement space [Hat02]. Looking
at the protein itself as a shape in 3D, we know that its connected
components, channels and voids correspond to Betti numbers βi

(i = 0, 1, 2) in 3D. It is clear that these channels and voids belong
the complement space. The remaining connected components of the
complement space are pockets. In short, we can breakdown cavities
into three classes: pockets, channels and voids (see Figure 3).

The detection of cavities is mostly based on the hydrophobic ef-
fect of water on the protein surface; it is assumed that the water
molecule is approximately a ball of 1.4 Å of radius. Nevertheless,
some channels do not control the flow of water molecules; for exam-
ple, ion channels control the flow of ions. But, in general, cavities
are assumed to be located where the water molecule gets in without
slipping on the surface. A major problem with detection of protein
cavities has to do with delineating the boundary of each cavity on
the protein surface, which consists of zero or more surface contours,
called mouth openings. In this sense, a cavity refers to a m-ary cav-
ity, with m ∈ N standing for the number of mouth openings to the
outside; for example, a void is a 0-ary cavity, that is, a cavity with-
out mouth openings, a pocket is a 1-ary cavity with a single mouth,
while a channel is 2-ary cavity. Note that, from topology’s point of
view, a m-ary cavity (m ≥ 3) is a set of m − 1 2-ary cavities of the
protein in 3D, which is nothing more than the first Betti number,
that is, β1 = m − 1. Some of these cavities play an important role

in the function of proteins because they are the suitable sites for
binding of ligands [GS13].

Summing up, a protein in 3D may only possess three types of
cavities: pockets (0-ary cavities), channels (1-ary cavities) and voids
(2-ary cavities). Pockets include clefts, grooves, invaginations and
tunnels. A pocket may have zero or more chambers without direct
contact with the outside, though they are reachable from outside
through a tunnel. Clefts and grooves have no chambers nor tunnels.
An invagination is a pocket with a single chamber and no tunnel. A
tunnel is a pocket without chambers. As shown in Figure 4, a pocket
can be made of recesses, tunnels and chambers. Similarly, channels
and voids may also possess recesses, tunnels and chambers.

3. Sphere-Based Algorithms

Sphere-based algorithms are based on the concept of probe sphere.

3.1. Kuntz et al.’s method

The first sphere-based method was proposed by Kuntz et al.
[KBO*82], though in the context of geometric docking between
a macromolecule and ligands. In fact, the receptor and the ligand
are both represented as SES. The cavities of the receptor are filled
with probe spheres, and the ligand itself is filled by probe spheres
in both cases tangent to the surface points. Then, shape matching
operations between the ligand and the receptor probe spheres are ap-
proximated under rigid transformations of the ligand. Furthermore,
the overlap is evaluated to detect cavities that fit with the ligand.
Note that the SES is given as a set of surface points with normals.
For further details about probes and receptor–ligand matching, the
reader is referred to [KBO*82]. Indeed, the most important aspect
of this method is that it is the first method based on the geometry of
the ligand.

3.2. HOLE

This method is specialized in tracking channels or holes through
proteins [SGW93] [SNW*96]. It requires that the user indicates the
seed point inside the channel and vector that represents the direction
of the channel approximately. A probe sphere is then centred at the
seed point without overlapping the atoms bordering the channel.

c© 2017 The Authors
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Figure 4: Hierarchical 2-part pocket, channel and void examples. (a) A pocket composed by a cleft and a invagination; (b) A pocket composed
by a cleft and a tunnel; (c) A pocket composed by a tunnel and a invagination; (d) A channel composed by two tunnels; (e) A channel composed
by a cleft and a tunnel; (f) A channel composed by a tunnel and a invagination; (g) A void composed by two tunnels; (h) A void composed by
a tunnel and a cleft; (i) A void composed by a invagination and a tunnel.

Then, the probe sphere is moved along the channel, with its radius
being adjusted using the Monte Carlo simulated annealing proce-
dure [MRR*53] [KJV83]. Similar to Kuntz et al.’s method, HOLE
utilizes large probe spheres of 5 Å radius as stopgap or delimiter of
channels.

3.3. SURFNET

SURFNET proposed by Laskowski [Las95] is similar to the method
proposed by Kuntz et al. [KBO*82]. Therefore, its leading idea is
also to fill in cavities with probe spheres of varying sizes. However,
it differs from Kuntz et al.’s method in the computation of probe
spheres. Basically, for every pair of relevant atoms, we place a
probe sphere centred at the midpoint of their atomic centres. Then
the radius of the probe sphere is adjusted to guarantee that it does
not overlap with any neighbouring atoms, as illustrated in Figure 5.

3.4. PASS

PASS (Putative Active Sites with Spheres) is another sphere-
based algorithm [BS00]. Cavity filling with probe spheres is
carried out in layers, based on three-point Connolly-like sphere
geometry [Con83]. That is, the placement of probe spheres of the
first layer is performed by looping over triplets of overlapping pro-
tein atoms, computing then the three locations at which a probe
sphere is tangential to such atoms, as shown in Figure 6(a). The
first layer on the surface consists of probes with radius of 1.8 Å for
protein without hydrogen atoms; this radius is 1.5 Å if the hydrogen
atoms are taken into account. The subsequent layers accrete probes
with 0.7 Å of radius.

The retained probes must satisfy three conditions: (i) they cannot
overlap any atom (see counterexample red probes Figure 6c); (ii)
they cannot overlap with one another (see some counterexample

c© 2017 The Authors
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Figure 5: Detecting cavities through SURFNET: (a) Each probe
sphere is placed at the midpoint of a pair of atoms (A, B) but, if
such probe sphere overlaps at least an atom (dashed spheres), its
radius has to be reduced until it just has a tangential contact with
the overlapped atom; (b) all probe spheres placed into cavity after
considering all pairs of atoms and the surface enclosing of the cavity
(pictures taken and modified from [Las95]).

red probes Figure 6c); (iii) the burial threshold of each probe must
be greater than 55 atoms for hydrogen-free proteins and 75 for
proteins with hydrogen atoms; these threshold values were obtained
empirically. The buriedness of a probe is determined by the number
of protein atoms that lie within an empirical radius of 8 Å, that is,
each probe is given a burial count.

After the accretion and filtering steps (see Figure 6), it re-
mains to determine the active site points (ASPs) of pockets, a

single ASP per pocket. So, an ASP represents a potential bind-
ing site for a ligand. The ASP of each pocket is determined
by identifying the central probe of the corresponding cluster of
probe spheres with higher weight (also called probe weight), which
depends on the burial count. See Brady and Stouten [BS00] for
further details.

3.5. PHECOM

PHECOM (Probe-based HECOMi finder) is yet another sphere-
based algorithm and was developed by Kawabata and Go [KG07].
Similar to PASS, it also uses the three-point Connolly-like sphere
geometry (i.e. placing a sphere tangential to three atoms of the
protein, see Connolly [Con83] for more details) to coat the protein
with a set of small probe spheres; the radius of each small probe
sphere was set to 1.87 Å, which corresponds to the size of a single
methyl group (−CH3), as illustrated in Figure 7(a). Additionally,
PHECOM also produces a coating of the protein with large probe
spheres, so that one removes small probe spheres that overlap with
the large probe spheres, as shown in Figure 7(b). Doing so, one
considers that a cavity is an empty space into which a small probe
sphere gets in, but not a large probe sphere; for example, this is
shown in Figure 7(c), where small probe spheres (in grey) overlap,
indicating the location of a cavity. Note that the probe spheres are
allowed to overlap with each other, but not with protein atoms.

3.6. dPredgeo

dPredgeo was developed by Schneider and Zacharias [SZ12]. It
is similar to PHECOM because it also uses rolling probes. More
specifically, it uses two types of probes with fixed radii. The first
probe is 1.4 Å radius and approximates the water molecule, which
rolls on the vdW surface of the protein. This rolling procedure of
probes reduces itself to the placement of probes on the protein sur-

Figure 6: Detecting cavities through PASS: (a) coating the molecular surface with the initial layer of probe spheres (blue spheres)—Probe
spheres are tangentially placed to three atoms of the molecular surface; (b) probes of the initial layer (blue spheres) are filtered; they are
removed from the initial layer if (i) overlap with any atom belonging to the protein surface, (ii) are in contact with any previous placed probes,
and (iii) is at some extend less buried than other probes. In (b) a set of blue spheres, now represented as larger grey spheres, were removed
because of (i); (c) more layers are added to the previous layer (red spheres); (d) spheres, as in (b), are filtered until we find an accretion layer
that does not contain new probes (i.e. all probes were removed by the set of filters); In (d) a set of red spheres, now represented as smaller grey
spheres, were removed because of (i) and (ii). The only remaining set of red spheres are those considered to be more buried on the molecular
surface; (e) for each probe, its weight (PW) is computed and the ASP (black sphere) is identified in the cluster (pictures inspired in [WPS07]
and [BS00]).
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Figure 7: Detecting cavities through PHECOM: (a) small and large
probes are placed on the van der Waals surface; (b) small probes
that overlap with the large ones are removed—The remaining set of
small probes forms the pocket (taken and modified from [KG07]).

face according to the principle of three-point geometry mentioned
above. The same rolling procedure applies to set of larger probes
with 4.5 Å of radius. As for PHECOM, these large probes solve
the ambiguity problem that stems from the lack of a cavity stopgap.
Then, one discards the small probes overlapping with large probes.
Cavities are identified by clusters of the remaining small probes on
the protein surface.

3.7. Sphere-based methods: Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of sphere-based methods in
the detection of cavities on protein surfaces. In this regard, we note
the following:

� Molecular Surfaces. Sphere-based methods use the set of atoms
(SA)—and thus the van der Waals surface indirectly—of each
protein as the basis to identify cavities on the protein surface.
The first three methods (Kuntz et al., HOLE and SURFNET) use
two-point sphere geometry, while the last three methods (PASS,
PHECOM and dPredgeo) use tree-point Connolly-like sphere
geometry [Con83].

� Limitations. One of the main problems of cavity detection meth-
ods has to do with automatically finding and delineating cavity
boundaries, also called mouth openings, without ambiguity. But,
unlike most sphere-based methods, HOLE requires the user pro-
vides a seed point inside each channel to start filling it with
probe spheres. This means that, unlike most sphere-based meth-
ods, HOLE is not capable of determining cavities in an auto-
mated manner, that is, it uses user-assisted cavity localization
(UACL). Note that HOLE has been designed only to identify
channels.
In general, sphere-based methods do not suffer from the prob-
lem of mouth-opening ambiguity (MOA). Kuntz et al., HOLE
and SURFNET use varying-radius probes (1.4 Å minimum) to
fill cavities, though HOLE has been designed only to identify
channels. This filling process stops when the probe sphere radius
exceeds 5 Å, which works as the stopgap of the cavity; conse-
quently, we can then delineate the corresponding mouth opening.
Nevertheless, SURFNET does not utilize large probe spheres as
stopgaps of cavities, because the placement of probe spheres in
the empty space between pairs of atoms makes such large probes
unnecessary.
The remaining three methods (PASS, PHECOM and dPredgeo)
use two constant-radius probes, a small probe (about 1.4 Å radius)
and a large probe (with a radius greater than or equal 4 Å).
These methods follow the principle that a cavity is a site where
the small probe gets in, but the large probe does not. As noted
above, large probe spheres can work as stopgaps (or delimiters)
of cavities, so eliminating the MOA. However, these large probes
are unnecessary for voids because every single void has no mouth
opening.

� Cavities. In general, sphere-based methods are capable of detect-
ing any cavity (see Table 1). This is so because these methods are
capable of not only filling cavities with probe spheres but also
to stop such a filling process. SURFNET utilizes a technique
for bracketing probes in the empty space between every atom–
atom pair, while PASS takes advantage of the concept of burial
threshold; the remaining four methods use large probe spheres
as stopgaps of cavities.

In the future, one might exploit the concept of mutual visibility for
surface atoms as a way to further speed up sphere-based methods,
making redundant the usage of empirically large probe spheres as

Table 1: Sphere-based methods.

Cavities

Pockets

Methods Reference
Molecular surfaces

SA/vdW
Limitations

UACL Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

Kuntz et al. [KBO*82] • • • • • •
HOLE [SGW93] • • • •
SURFNET [Las95] • • • • • •
PASS [BS00] • • • • • •
PHECOM [KG07] • • • • • •
dPredgeo [SZ12] • • • • • •

Abbreviations: SA/vdW: set of atoms/van der Waals surface; UACL: user-assisted cavity location.
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Figure 8: Detecting cavities through POCKET (see [LB92]): (a) in the x-direction; (b) in the y-direction. Detecting cavities through LIGSITE
(see [HRB97]): (c) in the −45◦-direction; (d) in the +45◦-direction.

stopgaps of cavities. Note that these large empirical probes work
well for small and medium size cavities, but not for shallow cavities,
that is, sphere-based methods have problems with the identification
of shallow cavities. In a way, such mutual visibility technique may be
seen as a faster follow-up of SURFNET. Another way of improving
the identification of cavities would be to consider the detection of
n-part cavities.

4. Grid-Based Algorithms

Grid-based methods are characterized by the following: (i) they use
an axis-aligned 3D dimensional lattice; (ii) they use a density map
(i.e. a scalar field) so that each grid node is usually assigned an
integer value, which gives rise to an integer grid map. Then, one
uses some voxel clustering to collect relevant empty voxels into
cavities.

4.1. CAVITY SEARCH

This method was introduced by Ho and Marshall [HM90]. It uses a
slice-to-slice filling procedure for each cavity in a single direction,
which is perpendicular to slices, to isolate and delineate the bound-
ary of such cavity, thereby producing a cast (i.e. a cumulative set of
slices of grid nodes or voxels) of the cavity. After filling in a slice of
a given cavity using a 2D flood fill algorithm, we have to step for-
ward to the next slice, repeating the filling procedure. However, this
procedure suffers from two shortcomings. First, it requires a starting
seed node for each cavity, which is supposedly supplied by the user.
Second, the filling of a cavity may go wrong if the slice of voxels
extends out of the cavity, as a consequence of the non-closedness of
the boundary of the cavity.

Summing up, the detection of a cavity is done per slice of the
grid, but one only considers slices that are transverse to cavities,
that is, the cavity inside a slice is delimited all around. The main
drawback of this method is that it fails to detect clefts/grooves
when the slices do not meet the incomplete boundary of the cavity,
although voids are always identified correctly. Invaginations, tunnels
and channels may also not be correctly identified for the same
reason.

4.2. POCKET

POCKET was proposed by Levitt and Banaszak [LB92]. Its leading
idea is to search for cavities along one or more directions. As a grid-
based algorithm, it firstly maps the molecule onto an axis-aligned
grid of equally spaced points. The detection of cavities is carried
out by scanning them along with x, y and z axes. The x-axis scan is
repeatedly done for all y and z values, starting on those grid points
belonging to the leftmost plane of the 3D grid where x is minimum,
that is, x = xmin, as illustrated in Figures 8(a) and (b); analogous
procedure applies to y-axis scans and z-axis scans.

A grid is used to calculate a density map for a given protein.
Initially, all grid points are set to a density value of 0. Then, for
each voxel on the vdW surface of the protein, one has to check
whether there is or not another boundary voxel along the x, y and z

directions outwards the surface. If so, all the voxels between those
two boundary voxels are set to a density value 1. In this way, we end
up having voxels with density value 1 that are gathered into separate
clusters of value-1 voxels, a cluster per cavity.

Unlike CAVITY SEARCH, this method works in an automated
manner, that is, it does not require the user assistance to indicate the
seed node of each cavity. However, the identification of cavities still
depends on the alignment of the protein about the coordinate system
of the grid [LJ06]. For example, a counterclockwise rotation of the
molecule shown in Figure 8(a) by 45◦, makes its bottom cavity
undetectable along the x direction. That is, POCKET is protein-
orientation sensitive (POS), and this is particularly noticeable for
clefts/grooves.

4.3. LIGSITE

To mitigate this ambiguity problem that results from aligning a pro-
tein in grid coordinate system, Hendlich et al. [HRB97] developed
a more sophisticated scanning method, which was implemented in
LIGSITE. In addition to the three scans along x, y and z, they used
four more scans along the Cartesian cubic diagonals [LJ06], in a
total of seven directions, in the attempt of making the identification
of cavities less dependent on the orientation of the protein embed-
ded in the 3D grid, as illustrated in Figures 8(c) and (d). These
seven directions correspond to 14 oriented directions; for example,
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x direction corresponds to two oriented directions, x and −x. In
practice, if we think in terms of grid cubes neighbouring a given
grid cube, these 14 oriented directions are those defined by 14 out of
26 grid cubes surrounding a given cube. As explained further ahead,
Li et al. [LTA*08] extended the number of scanning directions to
those 26 oriented directions in VisGrid.

4.4. Exner et al.’s method

Exner et al. [EKMB98] proposed a grid-based method similar to
POCKET [LB92] to predict cavities in molecular structures, in the
sense that it also uses negative and positive x, y and z directions for
scanning cavities of a given protein. The grid spacing is set to 0.5 Å.
The grid points inside protein atoms are labelled as ‘in’ points, while
those outside such atoms are labelled as ‘out’ points.

Exner et al.’s method distinguishes itself from other grid-based
methods because the bracketing strategy for each ‘out’ grid point
is confined to a distance of 12 Å, that is, to a ball of 12 Å radius
centred at each ‘out’ grid point. That is, an ‘out’ grid point is defined
as a cavity point if it is bracketed by two ‘in’ grid points along at
least two Cartesian axes. This means that grooves are not detected
at all.

Then, those ‘out’ grid points that are cavity points are combined
to form clusters or cavities. Exner et al.’s method uses two cellular
logic operations, known as contraction and expansion, to build up
such clusters [Del92].

4.5. PocketPicker

An algorithm similar to POCKET and LIGSITE was developed
by Weisel et al. [WPS07] and is called PocketPicker. The main
difference between PocketPicker and its predecessors is that the
scanning is performed along 30 directions equally distributed on a
sphere [SK97]. A scan is performed for a probe sphere centred at
each grid point beyond the protein surface (i.e. vdW surface) and
falling short of an outer surface that does not exceed a maximal
distance of 4.5 Å relative to the protein surface (Figure 9). Grid
points inside the protein surface and outside the outer surface are
not considered in the computations.

The solvent accessibility of a grid probe along its 30 directions
determines the buriedness of each grid point. Whenever a vector
defined by one of these directions hits a protein atom, the buried-
ness index of the grid point increases by one. After calculating the
buriedness index for each grid point between the protein surface and
the outer surface, it remains to cluster the grid points into pockets.
A pocket consists of connected grid points with a buriedness index
greater than 15 (out of 30 directions), what intuitively indicates that
the grid points belong to a concavity of the protein surface. A grid
point whose buriedness index is less than 15 is one that is above a
convex part of the protein surface. Note that the buriedness index is
a discrete measure of the solid angle of Connolly [Con86].

4.6. PocketDepth

PocketDepth is another grid-based algorithm, which was proposed
by Kalidas et al. [KC08]. It is similar to POCKET in the sense that it
uses six oriented scanning directions for each voxel, each direction

Figure 9: Detecting cavities using PocketPicker [WPS07]: (a)
Group of grid points in the outer surface (green squares) inside
the protein surface (grey squares) and outside of the outer surface
(white squares); (b) Cluster of grid points that represent cavity
regions (pictures taken and modified from [WPS07]).

per voxel face. Thus, it is also protein-orientation sensitive (POS).
Also, it resembles the Travel Depth method (see Section 7.3), pro-
vided that its scalar field is set by calculating the depth of each
cube’s centre of putative cavities within an axis-aligned grid. But,
unlike Travel Depth, the depth is counted in an incremental man-
ner, rather than measured (see Equation 3), from a grid cube to its
neighbours.

The algorithm is as follows. First, all grid cubes are assigned
the zero depth and labelled as internal, external or surface. Note
that each surface cube defines six axis-aligned vectors. Second,
considering only the axis-aligned vectors that go out the surface, and
that are blocked by any surface cube on the other side of the surface,
the depth of each cube located between two opposite blocking cubes
on the surface is incremented by 1. Third, grid cubes with a depth
greater than zero are then clustered into cavities regarding their
cumulative depth and spatial proximity. The cube clustering is based
on the DBSCAN, which is a density-based clustering scheme due
to Ester et al. [EKSX96].

4.7. VisGrid

With VisGrid, Li et al. [LTA*08] extended LIGSITE in the sense
that it uses the 26 oriented directions defined by the 26 voxels of
the first layer around a given voxel, and 98 when the second layer is
taken into account. Therefore, the problem of orientation-sensitivity
inherent to grid-based methods is rather mitigated. The grid voxel
length is set to 0.9 Å. The scalar field associated with the grid
considers three integer values for voxels: −1 for voxels inside the
protein atoms augmented by 1.4 Å concerning the water molecule
radius, 0 for voxels transverse to SAS, and 1 for empty voxels
outside SAS, although the SAS does not need to be evaluated. Note
that the negative scalar value ascribed to interior voxels allows us
to find also protrusions as cavities inside SAS.

4.8. PoreWalker

PoreWalker [PCMT09] is a method specifically designed to iden-
tify and describe channels (or pores) in transmembrane proteins. A
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channel is used as a path for ions or other molecules to cross the
membrane. Its centre and axis can be defined by the pore-lining
residues in the protein structure that the algorithm calculates by tak-
ing into account the special geometry of transmembrane proteins, as
their structures run approximately perpendicular to the membrane
plane, crossing the membrane from one side to another.

First, an initial approximation of the main axis of the channel is
obtained by taking the Cα coordinates of the residues and calcu-
lating the average vectors of the secondary structure (helices and
strands). The protein is then re-oriented so that these secondary
structures are mainly perpendicular to the membrane and their av-
eraged centre of gravity lies at the reference frame’s origin. Next,
the centre of the pore is identified by iteratively maximizing the
number of detected pore-lining residues, that is, water-accessible
amino acids whose Cα−Cβ vector points towards the current pore
axis, with the preliminary centre and axis of the pore being redefined
in each step. The final pore axis is obtained by using an iterative
slice-based approach to refine it. The protein structure is mapped
onto a 3D grid and then divided into slices of height 1Å, perpen-
dicular to the current pore axis. For each slice, located at different
pore heights, a local pore centre is identified by the centre of the
sphere with the maximum radius that the slice can accommodate.
These spheres then define a new vector used to align and re-orient
the structure.

Finally, the algorithm calculates several pore features and quan-
titative descriptors, such as the diameter profiles and position of
pore centres at different heights along the channel, the atoms and
corresponding residues lining the channel walls, and the size, shape
and regularity of the channel cavity.

4.9. DoGSite

DoGSite was introduced by Volkamer et al. [VGGR10], and is based
on the concept of DoG (Difference of Gaussian) [GW07], borrowed
from image processing and analysis. The difference is that now we
apply a DoG to a 3D grid instead of a 2D image. Grid points are
ascribed either the value 0 for points outside the vdW surface or
the value 1 for points inside or on the surface. Unlike most cavity
detection methods, DoGSite is capable of structuring cavities into
subcavities, resulting in a more detailed shape description of putative
binding sites.

DoGSite was developed from the leading idea that active sites
quite often possess invaginations as large as that they are capable of
accommodating one or more heavy atoms. When a 3D DoG filter
is applied to a grid representation of the protein, such invaginations
can be identified because it determines where are spherically shaped
structures in the grid, known as DoG cores. These cores correspond
to sub-cavities that are then gathered into cavities.

4.10. VICE

VICE (Vectorial Identification of Cavity Extents) is another grid-
based method, which was developed by Tripathi and Kellogg
[TK10]. Similar to other grid-based methods, VICE discards grid
points that fall inside the protein surface (e.g. vdW surface). Only

the grid points that fall outside the protein surface are assigned a
score according to a buriedness-like metric.

Similar to POCKET, VICE uses an integer (Boolean) grid, but
the values 0 and 1 assigned to grid points have a distinct mean-
ing. The value 0 is assigned to every single grid point inside an
atom; otherwise, its value is set to 1. VICE uses an integer den-
sity map to define the scan directions through integer arithmetic
vectors as a way of speeding up the computations associated with
the grid. It is clear that the grid points outside the protein po-
tentially are cavity points, and this leads us to the ambiguity
problem of cavity bounds. Each outside grid point is subject to
a search procedure to determine whether it belongs to a cavity
or not.

The decision is based on a discrete variant of the Connolly func-
tion, in a way similar to that one of PocketPicker. Basically, one
considers a set of eight 2D vectors (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (−1, 1),
(−1, 0), (−1, −1), (0, −1) and (1,−1) from each grid point to its
eight neighbouring points in the same axis-aligned plane (e.g. par-
allel to the XY plane), and calculate the rate of blocked vectors to
the total number of vectors starting at such grid point. A blocked
vector is defined as any vector that hits the molecular surface (or
atom); otherwise, it is a clear vector. Such a rate has a nominal
cutoff value given by 0.5, which sets the line between the convexity
and the concavity. A rate clearly above 0.5 denotes the presence of
a putative cavity, while a rate noticeably under 0.5 means that the
grid point is close a convex region of protein surface or it is far away
from the protein surface. It happens that a few grid points, mostly
those close to the cavity mouth, remain ambiguous because the rate
varies in the range [0.5 − 0.05, 0.5 + 0.05]; in this case, one uses
a supplementary set of 2D vectors given by (2, 1), (1, 2), (−1, 2),
(−2, 1), (−2, −1), (−1,−2), (1, −2) and (2, −1) for disambigua-
tion purposes.

4.11. Phillips et al. method

This method was proposed by Phillips et al. [PGD*10]. It is based on
ray casting, as known from computer graphics, with the difference
that rays are parallel to each other in z direction. This technique
utilizes a ray passing through the centres of voxels of an axis-aligned
3D grid hosting the protein. As usual in ray casting, rays are not
blocked by the protein, so that we end up having door-in and door-
out points on the molecular surface (e.g. vdW surface) for each ray.
These intersection points between rays and the molecular surface
are carried out as usual in computer graphics. In the end, we have
only to collect those voxels outside the surface that are traversed
by door-out-door-in ray segments. Unfortunately, and similar to
CAVITY SEARCH and other methods with a small number of
scanning directions, this technique may miss cavities other than
voids.

4.12. Grid-based methods: Discussion

Grid-based methods are built upon three entities: the set of atoms
(SA) of a given protein, an axis-aligned grid, and a scalar field. The
scalar field is either boolean or integer. The key idea of these methods
is the one of blocking oriented directions or visibility vectors from
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Table 2: Grid-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Limitations Pockets

Methods Reference SA/vdW SES SAS GSS POS MOA UACL Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

CavitySearch [HM90] • • • • • •
POCKET [LB92] • • • • • • • •
LIGSITE [HRB97] • • • • • • •
Exner et al. [EKMB98] • • • • • •
PocketPicker [WPS07] • • • • • • •
PocketDepth [KC08] • • • • • • • •
VisGrid [LTA*08] • • • • • • • •
PoreWalker [PCMT09] • • • •
VICE [TK10] • • • • • • •
DoGSite [VGGR10] • • • • • •
Phillips et al. [PGD*10] • • • • • •

Abbreviations: SA/vdW, set of atoms/van der Waals surface; SES, solvent-excluded surface; SAS, solvent-accessible surface; GSS, grid-spacing sensitivity;
POS, protein-orientation sensitivity; MOA, mouth-opening ambiguity; UACL, user-assisted cavity location.

each voxel. A brief glance at Table 2 shows us grid-based methods
enjoy the following characteristics:

� Molecular Surfaces. As shown in Table 2, and similar to
sphere-based methods, grid-based methods mostly rely on the
set of atoms (SA). Atoms allow us to distinguish the grid
nodes inside the protein (or inside of atoms) from those lying
outside it.

� Limitations. We have identified two main limitations with grid-
based methods. The first has to do with grid-spacing sensitivity
(GSS). A distinct grid voxel length may result in finding distinct
cavities for the same protein [OFH*14], as well as a different
number of cavities. Clearly, this has not only a significant impact
on the accuracy of a given grid-based method but also on its
performance regarding memory space and time complexity. In
fact, a grid with smaller voxels implies more memory space
consumption and poorer time performance, in particular for voxel
length less than 1.0 Å. To mitigate the problem of GSS, one
has to find a way of automatically adjusting and calculating
the appropriate voxel length. With the exception of DoGSite, no
other method can automatically adjust the voxel length to the size
of a given protein regarding the number and density of atoms.
Larger proteins should lead to longer voxel length [VGGR10],
and thus a less number of voxels, as well as an increasing of time
performance. Recall that the time complexity of any algorithm
based on a 3D grid is cubic unless one uses parallel computing
[DG17].
The second limitation concerns protein-orientation sensitivity
(POS). This means that a distinct orientation of the protein within
the grid may result in finding a distinct set of cavities on the same
protein surface [BAM*14]. That is, grid-based methods are not
rotation-invariant; their accuracy depends on rotations of a given
protein in 3D space. Using multiple scanning directions is a way
of mitigating this problem.
Note that the problem concerning protein orientation can be
solved since we can determine the boundary of each cavity, that
is, the problem of delineating the cavity ceiling [OFH*14]. As

shown in Table 2, most grid-based methods have no difficulties
in finding cavity mouth openings from the blocking technique of
scanning directions.

� Cavities. With the exception of CAVITY SEARCH, grid-based
methods identify cavities in an automated manner. Besides, only
POCKET and its follow-up method called PocketDepth may
miss clefts/grooves because of the small number of scanning
directions they use in the detection of cavities.

At last, with the exception of DoGSite, these methods were not
designed to identify n-part cavities in a structured manner, that is,
each n-part cavity is identified as a whole, not in parts or subcavities.

5. Grid-and-Sphere-Based Methods

Grid-and-sphere-based methods combine the advantages of both
grid- and sphere-based methods. Similar to grid-based methods,
they also sustain themselves on a scalar field defined at every sin-
gle grid point. Additionally, they mostly use large probe spheres
rolling on the vdW surface, which have the function of delimit-
ing cavities between the probe-generated surface and the molecular
surface. This solves the problem of ambiguity that stems from the
necessity of identifying cavities and their stopgaps (or mouth open-
ings). The identification of a cavity’s stopgap is known as the cavity
ceiling problem. As noted by Oliveira et al. [OFH*14], the cavity
ceiling problem can be controlled using customizable probe sizes.
Consequently, grid-and-sphere based methods are not orientation-
sensitive.

5.1. VOIDOO

VOIDOO is a grid-and-sphere based method proposed by Kley-
wegt and Jones [KJ94]. It was thought of to only identify voids and
invaginations using a process named atom fattening. Unlike a void,
an invagination is exposed to the outside of the protein, but it can
be closed off by increasing the atomic radii, that is, an invagination
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Figure 10: Detecting cavities using VOIDOO [KJ94]: (a) Region
of the protein with atoms having the normal van der Waals radii; (b)
The increase of the atomic radii of the atoms encloses a cavity (green
zone). This process of atom fattening allows a well delineation of
the void (pictures taken and modified from [KJ94]).

becomes a void using such process of atom fattening. Additionally,
an invagination may possess one or more mouth openings, so that
channels are also identified using VOIDOO. Unfortunately, wide
and shallow clefts/grooves cannot be detected in this manner. Note
that the atoms and probes of gradually increasing radii are concen-
tric. This process is shown in Figure 10.

This method starts by mapping the protein onto a 3D grid with
the following characteristics: (i) grid spacing of 0.5 to 1.0 Å;
(ii) grid nodes ascribed with the value 0. The second step con-
sists in labelling all grid points inside protein’s atoms (i.e. vdW
surface) as 1. The third step carries out the labelling of those
grid points that gradually are caught between the vdW surface
and the SAS-like outer surface under the process of atom fat-
tening. This process stops as soon as the invagination turns into
a void.

5.2. HOLLOW

HOLLOW is a grid-and-sphere method proposed by Ho and
Gruswitz [HG08]. HOLLOW uses a grid with a spacing of 0.5 Å,
and probe spheres (called dummy atoms) of 1.4 Å radius. Unlike
sphere-based methods, which place probe spheres tangential to three
atoms of the protein, here each probe is centred at a grid point.

Then, those dummy atoms overlapping atoms of the molecule
are thrown away from the grid. Also, dummy atoms located outside
the envelope of the protein are removed. In the same manner, the
remaining dummy atoms within each cavity are eliminated under
the condition that the total volume of each cavity remains the same.
The envelope of the molecule is defined by the process of rolling
a large probe sphere of 8.0 Å on the surface atoms. Consequently,
all cavities of the molecule are identified by HOLLOW, but this
evidently depends on the grid spacing.

5.3. POCASA

POCASA (Pocket-Cavity Search Application) includes a sphere-
based grid algorithm, called Roll, which was designed and devel-
oped by Yu et al. [YZTY10]. The scalar field is boolean, so that grid

points inside the protein are assigned the value of 1 (i.e. occupied
grid points), while grid points outside the protein take on the value
0 (i.e. free grid points).

Roll makes use of a large probe sphere of a varying radius much
greater than 1.4 Å, which rolls on the protein surface, being the
rolling direction controlled by the inner border tracing algorithm
borrowed from image analysis and processing [SHB16]. Neverthe-
less, the size of the probe sphere may vary to identify cavities of
distinct sizes. The crust-like surface generated by the probe works
as a second envelope of the protein and is called probe surface.
The leading idea is to identify cavities as the loci consisting of free
grid points or voxels between the protein’s vdW surface and the
probe surface. In practice, the probe surface is not generated, being
enough to consider as cavity voxels the free voxels outside the pro-
tein that are not touched by the probe. Obviously, the voxels beyond
the probe are discarded straight away.

5.4. McVol

McVol method was proposed by Till and Ullmann [TU10] to cal-
culate the volume of molecular structures through a Monte Carlo
integration. The molecular volume is used to identify surface clefts
and voids. This method takes advantage of four main tools: (i) an
axis-aligned grid enclosing the molecule; (ii) the SAS; (iii) spherical
probe rolling on the set of atoms of the molecule, whose radius is
desirably equal to the atomic radius of the solvent; (iv) the random
placement of points in the grid-discretized domain (i.e. bounding
box) enclosing the molecule.

The random placement of points in the domain serves two pur-
poses: the computation of the molecular volume and the identifica-
tion of voids. In fact, the molecular volume consists of the volume
enclosed by the outer surface minus the volumes (voids) enclosed by
the inner surfaces. Therefore, the computation of the molecular vol-
ume requires identifying the molecular voids. Note that grid-based
methods are suited to compute volumes through integration using
Monte Carlo techniques. See Till and Ullmann [TU10] for further
details. A point that belongs to a void satisfies the following two
conditions: (i) its distance to any atom centre is less than the vdW
radius of such atom plus the rolling probe sphere radius; (ii) its dis-
tance to SAS’ closest point is greater than the rolling probe sphere
radius.

Identifying surface clefts is inspired by the technique used to
identify voids. We define a 3D local box centred at each solvent
grid point (i.e. grid point outside the molecule) to determine the
percentage of cleft grid points in the local box. If such a percentage
is greater than a given threshold, the solvent grid point is marked
as cleft, what is equivalent to use a discrete Connolly function.
The clustering of solvent grid point into clefts is performed using a
breadth-first search (BFS) over the grid.

5.5. GHECOM

GHECOM (grid-based HECOMi finder) is a grid-and-sphere based
method due to Kawabata [Kaw10]. It is a follow-up of the sphere-
based method, called PHECOM, proposed before by Kawabata and
Go [KG07]. Following the principle that probes with different radii
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capture distinct protein cavities, PHECOM uses the smallest probe
whose radius is 1.87 Å, which corresponds to the size of a single
methyl group (−CH3), and a variable size for the large probe that
defines not only the cavity ceiling but also the shallowness of the
cavity. Besides, this idea is taken to a limit in methods based on
α-shapes (see Section 8), where radius-zero probes outputs the van
der Waals surface and radius-∞ probes gives rise to the convex hull
of a set of atoms.

As Kawabata noted, placing probes on the protein atoms in con-
formity with the principle of three contacts (i.e. three-point geom-
etry) might fail for proteins with irregular shapes. Besides, com-
puting the minimum inaccessible radius for a set of large probes is
very time-consuming. This amounts to computing the optimal α-
sphere that defines the ceiling (i.e. stopgaps) for all relevant cavities
of a protein (see Section 8).

GHECOM solves these problems by combining spheres with
voxels of a 3D grid, together with the theory of mathematical mor-
phology [Mat75] [Ser84]. This theory is used in digital analysis of
geometric features in imaging, although it had also been used in the
structural analysis of proteins before by the hand of Delaney [Del92]
and Masuya and Doi [MD95]. According to Masuya and Doi, given
the set X of the union of the atoms of a given protein, pockets can
be defined as the result of closing of X by a large probe and opening
of X by a small probe; note that closing (•) and opening (◦) are
two morphological operations. Masuya and Doi also put forward
that the SAS and SES can also be defined through morphological
operations.

Kawabata’s solution for identifying cavities also uses those mor-
phological operators, which reflect the PHECOM definition of a
pocket: ‘a small probe can enter but a large probe cannot’ [Kaw10].
In fact, GHECOM uses the same two operations to define a pocket
of X as follows:

PX(L, S) = ((X • L) ∩ XC) ◦ S, (1)

where L and S stand for the large and small probes, and XC is
the set complement of X. As shown in Figure 11, the operation

Figure 11: Detecting cavities using GHECOM [Kaw10]: (a) rep-
resentation of the molecular surface (X), a small probe (S) in a
cavity and a large probe (L) on the protein surface; (b) cavity as
given by PX(L, S).

(1) produces a pocket as the space outside the protein X (XC),
where the large probe L cannot enter (closing of X by L), but the
small probe S can (opening of (X • L) ∩ XC by S). So, it was made
possible to efficiently calculate multi-scale pockets (i.e. deep to
shallow pockets), simultaneously, from multi-scale spherical probes
(i.e. small to large probes). It is noteworthy that the expression (1)
simplifies analogous expression advanced by Masuya and Doi, and
is valid for both continuous and discrete point sets, that is, it applies
to sets defined in the 3D grid of the domain where the protein resides.

5.6. 3V

Voss and Gerstein [VG10] introduced the 3V (Voss Volume Voxe-
lator) method. It also uses two probes that roll on the set of atoms
of the protein, whose radii can be adjusted relative to their 1.5 and
6 Å default values. These probes define two SESs, but these surfaces
are not analytically built or triangulated.

The leading idea is to determine grid points inside the outer
surface not accessible to a large probe, as well as grid points inside
the inner surface not accessible to a small probe, so cavities result
from the difference between the previous two grid point sets. That is,
the empty space between the two surfaces is calculated in a discrete
manner using a 3D grid of points or voxels. Thus, there is no room
for mouth-opening ambiguity (MOA).

5.7. VolArea

VolArea was introduced by Ribeiro et al. [RTC*13]. It also follows
the leading idea of mapping a protein onto a 3D grid of voxels,
where the cavities are 3D sites that consist of empty voxels located
outside the protein. VolArea utilizes the concept of cavity probe
sphere that is concentric with every single atom, but whose radius
is greater than the vdW radius of its concentric atom. Therefore,
similar to VOIDOO (see Section 5.1) and PocketPicket (see Sec-
tion 4.5), we end up having two surfaces: a vdW surface and an
SAS-like surface.

The question is then how to collect the relevant empty voxels
of a cavity among all those lying between those surfaces. This is
accomplished with the user assistance, who has to first choose the
region where to search for a cavity. The user must also set the radius
of the cavity probe, which depends on the size and shape of the
pocket, cleft or cavity under study.

Then, the cavity is identified from the cluster of empty voxels
located inside 3D regions that result from intersecting cavity sphere
probes. This means that the voxel length must be much smaller than
the radius of any atom. With Volarea, very small cavities are dis-
carded, in particular, those smaller than a hydrogen atom regarding
occupied volume.

5.8. KVFinder

More recently, Oliveira et al. [OFH*14] introduced KVFinder,
which is another grid-and-sphere based algorithm similar to the one
proposed by Voss and Gerstein [VG10]. The scalar field associated
with the grid is boolean. This allows them to define every sin-
gle geometric cavity regarding theory of mathematical morphology
[Ser84], as explained below.
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The MOA problem is approached using two probe spheres: probe-
in sphere and probe-out sphere. Only grid points outside the protein
are taken into account in the process of detection of cavities. The
first sphere is small to guarantee that it fits in most cavities, while
the second is larger to guarantee that it does not fit in those cavities.
It is clear that we are assuming that these spheres do not overlap the
protein surface.

By centring the probe-in sphere at each outer grid point, we easily
see that most outer grid points end up being caught by the probe-in
sphere; only those grid points of tiny cavities whose size is less than
the size of the probe-in sphere are discarded. This concludes the first
step of the algorithm. The second step is identical to the first step,
with the difference that now one uses the probe-out sphere, instead
of the probe-in sphere.

A cavity point is thus every single grid point overlapped by the
probe-in sphere which is not overlapped by the probe-out sphere.
Note that the probe-in sphere rolling on the protein surface defines
a surface that is the SES approximately, while probe-out sphere
rolling on the protein surface gives rise to another surface that tends
to make a shortcut on the surface, more specifically where the cavi-
ties are located. However, these surfaces are not evaluated or deter-
mined analytically. In short, the probe-out sphere solves the MOA
problem that is typical in grid-based algorithms. But, finding a suit-
able radius for the probe-out is a difficult—not to say impossible—
task because the radius depends on the size and shape of each
cavity.

5.9. PrinCCes

Recently, a method designated as PrinCCes (Protein internal Chan-
nel and Cavity estimation) was proposed by Czirják [Czi15]. The
method relies on a 3D grid, whose grid spacing is user-defined
and varies between 0.1 and 2.4 Å. Two probe spheres are also
employed in the process. A larger probe (with a radius of 1.0
to 10.0 Å of radius) aims at identifying the shell volume (i.e.
protein volume plus its cavity volumes), while a smaller probe
(with a radius of 0.6 to 5.0 Å of radius) aims at detecting cavity
volumes.

This method is quite different from those that place probe spheres
in contact with protein’s surface atoms (see, e.g. 3V [VG10]). In-
stead of rolling probe spheres on protein’s surface atoms, both larger
and smaller probes are placed at the centre of each (surface) atom to
collect cavity grid points. In fact, this method relies on a novel algo-
rithm called Find Continuous SubSpace algorithm (FCSS), which
decomposes the space between the larger and the smaller probe into
distinct cavities.

More specifically, each cavity is delineated by moving a
controllable-size probe sphere along the 26 possible directions de-
fined by each cavity grid point and their neighbours, but without
colliding with the molecular surface. These movable probes are
located in the space between surface atoms and their larger probes.

According to its authors, this method is more faithful to represent
the geometric structure of tunnels. That is, it avoids the represen-
tation of tunnels as a group of different sized spheres (as seen in
CAVER [POB*06] and MolAxis [YFW*08]). Furthermore, the user

does not need to provide seed points indicating the direction or lo-
cation of cavities to detect and delineate cavity zones.

5.10. Grid-and-sphere-based methods: Discussion

Using probes in grid-based methods follows three different tech-
niques. The first is based on atom fattening (originating SAS or
SAS-like surfaces), as it the case of VOIDOO, McVol, VolArea and
PrinCCes (see column ‘SAS’ on Table 2). The second takes advan-
tage of the concept of rolling probes of unequal radii on the vdW
surface, as in POCASA, McVol, GHECOM and 3V. The third was
only incorporated in KVFinder and consists in placing concentric
probes of unequal radii at grid points so that the small probe gets in
cavities, but not large probes.

As shown in Table 2, grid-and-sphere-based methods can be char-
acterized as follows:

� Molecular surfaces. As usual, these methods directly use the
set of atoms (SA) of a given protein to identify its cavities (see
Table 3). Also, and given the hybrid flavour of grid-and-sphere-
based methods, they take advantage of three tools: an axis-aligned
grid, a scalar field and probe spheres.

� Limitations. The issue concerning GSS can be solved since the
voxel length is at most (1/2 R), with R the radius of the wa-
ter probe sphere, in conformity with Nyquist theorem [DG15];
otherwise, cavities cannot be properly sampled by empty voxels.
Protein-orientation sensitivity (POS) is a typical problem in grid-
based methods. But, using large probe spheres (approx. 5 Å), we
can block cavity entries/exits or mouth openings, solving the
POS problem in this manner.
MOA is another issue of grid-based methods, simply because
mouth-openings do not block scanning directions. As said above,
this problem can be solved using large blocking spheres on the
protein surface. With the exception of VolArea, the methods listed
in Table 2 resolve the MOA problem, that is, they are capable of
delineating the mouth openings of cavities. This is accomplished
at the cost of using probe spheres that isolate cavities from the
empty outer space. Let us also mention that only POCASA,
GHECOM and PrinCCes support multiscale probes.
Therefore, these methods determine protein cavities in an au-
tomated manner without the user intervention; the exception
is VolArea, which requires the user-assisted cavity localization
(UACL).

� Cavities. In general, grid-and-sphere based methods are capa-
ble of automatically identifying cavities. Only VolArea needs
user’s interactive assistance to identify such cavities (see column
‘UACL’ in Table 3). Nevertheless, VOIDOO may miss shallow
cleft/grooves, whereas McVol was designed only for detecting
cleft/grooves and voids. At last, among all methods listed in
Table 3, only PrinCCes can organize a cavity from its sub-cavities
or parts.

To summarize, using probe spheres together with grids solves two
typical problems of grid-based methods, namely, MOA and POS.
In fact, the use of multi-scale probes allows us to define suitable
stopgaps for each cavity.
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Table 3: Grid-and-sphere-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Limitations Pockets

Methods Reference SA/vdW SAS GSS UACL Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

VOIDOO [KJ94] • • • • • • •
HOLLOW [HG08] • • • • • • •
POCASA [YZTY10] • • • • • • •
McVol [TU10] • • • • •
GHECOM [Kaw10] • • • • • • •
3V [VG10] • • • • • • •
Volarea [RTC*13] • • • • • • • • •
KVFinder [OFH*14] • • • • • • •
PrinCCes [Czi15] • • • • • • • •

Abbreviations: SA/vdW, set of atoms/van der Waals surface; SES, solvent-excluded surface; SAS, solvent-accessible surface; GSS, grid-spacing sensitivity;
UACL, user-assisted cavity location.

6. Surface-Based Methods

These methods are based on analysis of geometric properties of the
molecular surface [NH06]. Examples of such geometric properties
are solid angles [Con86], the surface fractal dimension [PB99] and
curvature [NWB*06], so surface cavities look like valleys in the
middle of mountain ranges.

6.1. NSA

NSA (Nearest Surface Atom) method was introduced by Del Carpio
et al. [DCTS93]. This method starts by sampling the surface of each
atom as proposed by Lee and Richards [LR71] for computing the
SAS. Then, one removes the occluded points, that is, those points
inside other atoms (see Lee and Richards [LR71]), so that we end
up obtaining a set of points, called free points, which sample the van
der Waals surface of the protein. After discarding those occluded
points, one calculates the distance between each atom and the centre
of gravity of the protein. A smaller distance from an atom to protein’s
gravity centre means that the atom is located at a deeper site in the
protein. After finding the NSA from the centre of gravity, a cavity
is formed by clustering of the nearby surface atoms that are visible
to NSA’s free points on the vdW surface (see Figure 12(a)). The
process is repeated while there exists some concavity to detect on
the molecular surface (see Figure 12(b)). The concave regions are
the places where the protein cavities are located [DCTS93, LJ06].
However, this method has difficulties in dealing with n-part cavities
because it is based on a visibility criterion from the free points of
the NSA, that is, there is space for ambiguity in the identification of
cavity mouth openings.

6.2. SCREEN

Nayal and Honig [NH06] proposed a surface-based method,
called SCREEN (Surface Cavity REcognition and EvaluatioN).
This method generates two molecular surfaces through GRASP
[NSH91]. The first surface is the standard SES generated from

Figure 12: NSA: (a) the gravity centre (in orange) of the protein is
displayed together with its nearest surface atom (NSA), from which
the cavity (in green) is formed by the clustering of nearby surface
atoms that are visible from NSA; (b) the process is repeated while
there is some cavity to form on the protein surface (pictures inspired
in [LJ06]).

rolling a solvent probe sphere with 1.4 Å of radius on the van der
Waals surface (or set of atoms), here called inner surface. The second
surface, called surface envelope, is generated in the same manner,
but with a probe sphere of 5 Å of radius.

Cavities boil down to the space between the two surfaces. The SES
patch of the inner surface on the cavity floor represents the cavity,
while the homologous patch of the surface envelope represents the
cavity ceiling. As such, cavity envelope is well defined, as well as
its mouth openings, volume and surface area, which can be then
analytically computed in a precise way. No grid is used here for any
purpose.

6.3. CHUNNEL

CHUNNEL was introduced by Coleman and Sharp [CS09]. This
method is based on the SES, which is determined using the GRASP
algorithm [NSH91]. CHUNNEL was specifically developed to
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automatically find, characterize, and display channels (or pores)
of a given protein, particularly for large and very large proteins.

By relying on the triangulation of the SES of the protein to deter-
mine the number of channels in conformity with the Euler-Poincaré
formula, CHUNNEL automatically finds the location of the chan-
nel mouth without any user’s guidance or clues, as well as multiple
channels throughout the entire protein surface. For that purpose,
one uses the convex hull of the SES triangulation to locate each
channel’s entrance and exit (i.e. opening mouths).

6.4. MSPocket

MSPocket (Molecular Surface Pocket) was introduced by Zhu and
Pisabarro [ZP11]. It directly identifies pockets on the SES of a
given protein, without resorting to any regular grid as usual in grid-
based methods. Therefore, unlike grid-based methods, MSPocket is
not dependent on protein orientations. In fact, MSPocket utilizes an
analytical formulation of SES as given by MSMS software package,
which is due to Sanner et al. [SOS96]. MSMS produces a set of
sample points on SES, called surface vertices, each one of which
is associated with a protein atom. These vertices allow us not only
to build an SES triangulation but also to determine their normal
vectors by averaging normals of neighbour triangles.

Such normal vectors play an instrumental role in locating the
concavities on the SES. First, for each vertex, one calculates the
angle between its normal and the normal at each one of its adjacent
vertices. Then, one calculates the average angle of these angles,
assigning it to the central vertex if it is less than 90 degrees. A
vertex of this sort is here called concave vertex, and a triangle
delimited by three concave vertices is said to be concave. Likewise,
a subset of connected concave triangles is a cavity (i.e. either a
pocket or a void). This induces a mesh segmentation of SES into
cavities (i.e. concave triangles) together with the remaining non-
concave triangles belonging to SES. It is clear that this requires
the clustering of concave triangles into cavities, so that we end
up getting their boundaries or mouth openings. However, similar
to NSA method, the lack of an outer surface of the protein may
make such mouth openings uncertain, what leads to some degree of
ambiguity in their computation; as a consequence, the computation
of each cavity’s volume and area is not correct either. The reader is
referred to [ZP11] for further details.

6.5. Giard et al.’s method

Giard et al.’s method [GAGM11] was designed as a follow-up of
Travel Depth due to Coleman and Sharp [CS06] (see Section 7.3 for
further details). It aims to reduce the (time and memory) complexity
of Travel Depth by confining the geometric processing to the SES,
and thus eliminating the unnecessary processing of samples (i.e.
grid nodes) lying outside and inside the protein. In other words, as a
surface-based method, it does not use any grid to help in identifying
protein cavities.

Its leading idea is to utilize the triangulated molecular surface and
its convex hull to determine the cavities that stand in the middle. The
molecular surface is an SES approximation generated by summing
Gaussian functions centred on atoms, that is, a molecular Gaussian

surface (GS). The distance of each vertex of the GS mesh to its
nearest vertex of the convex hull works as a depth metric, which
determines whether a GS vertex belongs to a cavity or not.

The main advantage of this method is its reduced complexity
regarding consumption of memory space (i.e. no grid is used at all)
and time performance (i.e. only unpaired vertices of the GS mesh
and its convex hull are processed after all). The main drawback is
that it is necessary to use some visibility criterion to ensure the
correct measure of depth for GS vertices buried in n-part cavities,
which are not in the line of sight of any convex hull vertex.

6.6. Surface-based methods: Discussion

As shown in Table 4, surface-based methods can be characterized
as follows:

� Molecular Surfaces. These methods distinguish themselves from
others in that they use an analytical molecular surface to directly
find the protein cavities. SES is dominant in these methods, but
eventually other analytical formulations of molecular surfaces
may be used in the future (e.g. surfaces defined by bounded
kernel functions) [GVJ*09].

� Limitations. These methods operate in an automated manner, so
user’s assistance is not necessary. SCREEN uses two analytical
SES generated from two probes with different radii so that the
outer surface works as the ceiling for cavities. This outer surface
plays the same role as that one of large probes in sphere-based
methods. The difference here is that the surface ends up be-
ing generated. Therefore, SCREEN does not suffer from MOA.
Similarly, CHUNNEL and Giard et al.’s methods do not suffer
from MOA because it takes advantage of the convex hull of SES
triangulation to locate each channel’s mouth opening.
But, unlike SCREEN, CHUNNEL and Giard et al., NSA and
MSPocket methods suffer from ambiguity in delineating each
cavity’s mouth opening. This is so because they are based on a
visibility criterion (e.g. the line of sight from free points, and
normal vectors as a measure of curvature), without resorting to
a supplementary outer surface (e.g. convex hull) enveloping the
protein’s atoms.

� Cavities. Among those methods listed in Table 4, only NSA
and MSPocket are capable of identifying all sorts of cavities.
Nevertheless, it is not certain that NSA and MSPocket are capable
of correctly determine the entire extent of a cavity structured into
parts, largely because of the lack of a supplementary outer surface
enclosing the protein. On the other hand, CHUNNEL is focused
on identifying channels (and tunnels). Note that CHUNNEL and
Giard et al.’s methods have difficulties in detecting voids, largely
because the surface mesh bounding each void does not meet any
convex hull. This problem is mitigated using two SES, but, in this
case, it may happen that both triangulations coincide if the void
is convex or, alternatively, small depressions arise if the void is
not convex, tricking us about the number of cavities where such
void is located.

In short, using the analytical, geometric properties of molecu-
lar surfaces to identify protein cavities can be seen an emerging
trend in molecular graphics and modelling, in particular for those
interested in applications of geometric modelling and computational
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Table 4: Surface-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Pockets

Methods Reference SA/vdW SES GS CH
Limitations

MOA Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

NSA [DCTS93] • • • • • • •
SCREEN [NH06] • • • • • • •
CHUNNEL [CS09] • • • • •
MSPocket [ZP11] • • • • • • • •
Giard et al. [GAGM11] • • • • • • •

Abbreviations: SA/vdW, set of atoms/van der Waals surface; SES, solvent-excluded surface; GS, Gaussian surface; CH, convex hull; MOA, mouth-opening
ambiguity.

geometry to biology and chemistry. This leads us to the origins of
this research field in the sense that we have to ask ourselves which is
the best mathematical formulation to represent and model not only
the surface of a molecule (e.g. a protein) but also the surface shape
descriptors of their cavities.

7. Grid-and-Surface-Based Methods

These methods combine the advantages of the grid- and surface-
based algorithms. Analogously to probe spheres, surfaces eliminate
the ambiguity problem of grid-based methods, particularly in defin-
ing the stopgaps (and, consequently, mouth openings) of cavities.
They use the concept of scalar field in conjunction with a 3D grid.
The scalar field may be defined by a distance function, a depth
function, an electron density field or any other function.

7.1. FRODO

FRODO, which is due to Voorintholt et al. [VKV*89], is considered
by many as the first grid-based cavity detection algorithm. This
algorithm assigns a real value to every single grid point, which
depends on whether such point is inside the molecule, between the
van der Waals (vdW) surface and SAS, or beyond SAS. Such real
value assigned to each grid point is produced by a real function,
which depends on the distance of such grid point to the NSA, and
is as follows:

F (x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

C if d < Rw

C · (Rw+Rp )2−d2

(Rw+Rp )2−R2
w

if Rw < d < Rw + Rp

0 if d > Rw + Rp,

(2)

where d is the distance of the grid node x to its nearest atom, Rw

represents the van der Waals radius of such nearest atom, Rp denotes
the maximal radius of the probe that delineates the SAS and C is
the maximal value (= 100) assigned to a grid node.

So, we end up having a distance map associated to the grid.
It is clear that cavities are located between the vdW surface and
SAS, but truly speaking FRODO does not detect cavities [KJ94],
having it been designed only for the visualization of SAS. In fact, as
noted by Ho and Marshall [HM90], although FRODO is effective
in finding regions where cavities are located, it is not that easy to
isolate and define the extent of each specific cavity, including their

mouth openings (i.e. cavity entrances and exits). That is, FRODO
suffers from the MOA problem.

In fact, voids and invaginations can be identified by a cluster
null-valued grid nodes enclosed by a shell of non-null-valued grid
nodes. However, the detection of some invaginations may fail if its
mouth radius is greater than the radius of the water molecule (i.e.
1.4 Å); the same applies to tunnels and channels. Recall that this
process on the interaction between the water probe sphere and vdW
atoms is equivalent to consider SAS (with atom radii increased by
1.4 Å). This means that invaginations with large mouths and chan-
nels with large tunnels, as well as large clefts, cannot be detected
using FRODO because augmented atoms facing other augmented
atoms of the SAS on the opposite side of the cavity do not touch or
intersect.

7.2. CAVER

This method was primarily designed to identify pathways from
buried active sites (i.e. clefts, pockets and cavities) to the solvent
outside the protein [POB*06], though it was also designed to be
applied to molecular dynamic trajectories. CAVER utilizes two
geometric tools to determine pathways and, as a consequence, the
protein cavities themselves: (i) an axis-aligned grid embedding the
protein and (ii) the convex hull of the protein’s body. Grid nodes are
then categorized as outer and inner nodes in relation to the protein
body (i.e. set of vdW atoms). Outer nodes that fall inside the convex
hull identify where cavities are.

Such outer nodes allow us to construct a positively node-weighted
graph (with one or more components), from which one uses a
modified form of Dijkstra’s algorithm to identify the shortest low-
cost path from each point located in a protein cavity to the bulk
solvent outside the convex hull. This requires the preliminary iden-
tification of the outer nodes lying on the boundary of the con-
vex hull. It is clear that each possible path from the active site to
the convex hull is evaluated using a cost function that depends
on the number of nodes and the amount of free space around
each node. Consequently short and direct paths are ‘cheaper’ than
long and complicated ones. Also, nodes that are surrounded by
sufficient empty space are preferred, since they allow for a hypo-
thetical substrate to pass through the channel without the risk of
collision.
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Subsequent upgrades of the CAVER software were introduced
in CAVER 2.0 [MBS08], in which the axis-aligned grid was re-
placed by the Voronoi diagram to describe the skeleton of tun-
nels within the structure. Later on, CAVER 3.0 [CPB*12] (see
Section 11.8) implemented new algorithms for the accurate cal-
culation and clustering of pathways, improving the effective anal-
ysis of the time evolution of pathways in molecular dynamics
simulations.

7.3. Travel Depth

In computational biology and chemistry, the depth is a measure
of the buriedness of a protein atom, so that it is often defined as
the distance from the atom centre to the nearest water molecule on
the protein surface [PSA*91]. Coleman and Sharp [CS06, CS10]
introduced a grid-and-surface based method, called Travel Depth.
This method takes advantage of two distinct surfaces, the trian-
gulated surface (e.g. triangulated SAS or SES) and its convex
hull, which is determined using any 3D convex hull algorithm
(e.g. Quickhull [BDH96]). The convex hull works as a delimiter
of cavities on the protein surface, that is, the cavities are located
between the triangulated molecular surface and its convex hull
(see Figure 13).

After determining the convex hull (i.e. a convex set of triangles
enclosing the triangulated surface), we have to collect the grid cubes
whose centres lie outside the triangulated surface and inside the
convex hull into a set of eligible cubes for cavities. The cubes
whose centres are outside the convex hull are assigned the depth 0.
Starting from the shell of outside cubes lining the convex hull, one
calculates the depth of each of their ith neighbouring cubes in the
set of eligible cubes as follows:

di = min
j

(dj + |xi − xj |), (3)

where j denotes every neighbour node of i; equivalently, xj denotes
the centre of each cube neighbouring xi for which we are calculating

Figure 13: Detecting cavities using Travel Depth [CS06]: (a) each
voxel is classified as (i) outside the convex hull (O), (ii) inside the
protein surface and intersecting at least one surface atom (S), (iii)
inside the molecular surface (I) and (iv) between the convex hull
and the protein surface (B); (b) the depth is computed for each voxel
in conformity with Equation (3) (pictures taken and modified from
[CS06]).

the depth di . Therefore, the depth increases from the convex hull
down towards the triangulated molecular surface. The depth value
di corresponds to the minimum path length needed to travel towards
convex hull boundary, in a way similar to what one does to calcu-
late the shortest path in pathfinding (e.g. Dijkstra algorithm). Such
concept of depth allows us to organize cavities into sub-cavities in a
hierarchical manner [CS10], which agrees with our shape hierarchy
proposal in Section 2.3.

7.4. Zhang and Bajaj’s method

Zhang and Bajaj [ZB07] introduced a new cavity detection method
based on a signed distance function in relation to the molecular
surface. That is, the distance function is induced by the molecular
surface. The extraction of pockets can be performed in relation to
any closed molecular surface (e.g. van der Waals surface, Gaussian
isosurface, SES and SAS) embedded in a regular grid.

This two-step marching algorithm is oriented to pockets (i.e. sur-
face cavities). The first step involves the outward propagation of the
surface S to an outer shell surface O that is topologically equivalent
to a ball. The second step consists in the backward propagation of O

to an inner shell surface I , also enclosing S. Therefore, the pockets
are the empty regions between S and I .

More specifically, the cavities correspond to grid points out-
side the molecular surface where the following signed distance
function—called pocket function—is positive:

φ(x) = min(dS(x), dO (x) − t), (4)

where t denotes the varying parameter of the level set dS(x) = t ,
dS(x) is the signed distance function relative to the surface S, which
is positive/negative if x is outside/inside S, while dO (x) stands for
the signed distance function relative to the surface O, but, unlike
dS(x), dO (x) is positive/negative when x is inside/outside O; also,
dO (x) changes from negative to positive at dO (x) = t . For further
details, the reader is referred to [ZB07].

7.5. Grid-and-surface-based methods: Discussion

After a brief glance at Table 5, we observe the following:

� Molecular Surfaces. Surfaces (e.g. convex hull, SES and SAS)
play the role of cavity delimiters, and thus they solve the am-
biguity problem inherent to grid-based methods so that cavities
are determined by clustering voxels (or their centres) between
the inner and outer surfaces that enclose the set of atoms of a
given protein. The only remaining problem has to do with the
eventual need of better delineating each cavity’ mouth openings
and discarding voxels that do not belong to any cavity, which
may incorrectly connect two separate two cavities. This issue
may eventually arise from the use of convex hull as the outer
surface, but it is rather difficult to happen when one uses two
SES because their triangulations partially overlap on the convex
regions of both SES.

� Limitations. As a consequence of disambiguation of each cavity’s
mouth openings, yet in an approximate manner, there is no need
for the user assistance in detecting cavities, that is, cavities are
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Table 5: Grid-and-surface-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Limitations Pockets

Methods Reference SA/vdW SES SAS GS CH GSS MOA Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

FRODO [VKV*89] • • • • •
CAVER [POB*06] • • • • • • • •
Travel Depth [CS06] • • • • • • • • • •
Zhang and Bajaj [ZB07] • • • • • • • •

Abbreviations: SA/vdW, set of atoms/van der Waals surfaces; SES, solvent-excluded surface; SAS, solvent-accessible surface; GS, Gaussian surface; CH,
convex hull; MOA, mouth-opening ambiguity.

determined in an automated manner. Besides, the usage of two
surfaces makes easier the voxel clustering into cavities. Also, the
disambiguation of cavity boundaries rids off the typical problem
of grid-based methods, which has to do with protein orientation
dependence, that is, these methods are not POS. However, they
still are grid-spacing sensitive (GSS). In fact, as noted in Sec-
tion 5.10, the grid spacing cannot go over 1/2R, where R is the
radius of the water molecule; otherwise, we risk missing some
cavities of the protein.

� Cavities. These two-surface grid-based methods have the ad-
vantage of determining the extent of pockets and channels in
terms of voxels. However, those methods using the convex hull
as outer surface are inadequate to find voids; none of these meth-
ods mentions how voids are identified from the convex hull of
the protein. Nevertheless, such voids can be easily determined as
components (or clusters) of outer grid nodes inside the convex
hull.

In summary, using surfaces in conjunction with grids allows us to
overcome the most common problems associated with grid-based
methods, namely: POS and MOA. However, the problem of GSS
remains, unless we use a grid spacing of 1/2R maximum, but this
significantly increases the memory space consumption.

8. Tessellation-Based Methods

The foundations of the tessellation-based methods lie in the field
of computational geometry, in largely after the introduction of al-
pha shapes in the plane by Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and Seidel
[EKS83], which were later generalized in 3D by Edelsbrunner and
Mucke [EM94]. Edelsbrunner himself and colleagues [EFFL95] end
up publishing a work on measuring pockets and voids in proteins.
There are three main sub-families of tessellation-based methods:
(i) α-shape methods; (ii) Voronoi-based methods and (iii) β-shape
methods. However, all these methods result somehow from the the-
ory of α-shapes.

8.1. Theory of α-shapes

Given a set of points in 3D, it is well-known that Delaunay triangula-
tion of such points satisfies the circumsphere rule, which states that
no point is inside of the circumsphere of any of its tetrahedra. This is

illustrated in Figure 14(a), where we see the Delaunay triangulation
of a set of points (in yellow) on the plane, with the corresponding
circumcircles drawn in grey.

By construction, the α-complex is a simplicial subcomplex of the
Delaunay triangulation, where α determines the maximum admissi-
ble value of the radius of any circumsphere; the 0-complex (α = 0)
reduces to the initial set of points, while ∞-complex (α = ∞) is
the convex hull of the initial set of points. Therefore, the tetrahedra
inscribed in circumspheres of radius greater than α are discarded
from the α-complex, as illustrated in Figure 14. By varying the
value of α ∈ R

+, we obtain a filtration of sub-complexes of the
Delaunay triangulation. The α-shape is defined as the union of all
simplices (i.e. vertices, edges, triangles and tetrahedra) belonging
to the α-complex.

In summary, α-shape methods build upon the Delaunay triangu-
lation of atomic centres of a given protein. The parameter α is the
key idea behind a geometric carving process of generating a sub-
complex of the Delaunay triangulation. The question is whether
such a carving process helps anyhow in the delineation of the cavi-
ties of the molecular structure. More specifically, is there an optimal
value of α ∈]0, ∞[ to detect voids? Similarly, are there values of α

that separate pockets from clefts?

8.2. APROPOS

APROPOS (Automatic PROtein Pocket Search) was introduced by
Peters et al. [PFF96]. It is based on the theory of 3D α-shapes due
to Edelsbrunner and Mücke [EM94]. This pocket detection method
is based on the SAS, but, in practice, one uses a subset of atoms
augmented with the radius of 1.4 Å of solvent water probe. This is
important to delimit the carving process that is typical in α-shape
methods.

APROPOS builds up two envelope α-shape triangulations for a
given protein, each one of which corresponds to a distinct value of α.
The first (outer) envelope is coarser than the second (inner) envelope;
the outer envelope is constructed with α = 20 Å, while the inner
envelope is generated for a value of α in the range [3.5, 4.5] Å. These
values of α are empirical and were obtained from experimental
testing. In this manner, one ends up having an outer envelope and
an inner envelope of the protein, and so cavities are in the space
between these inner and outer envelopes, or α-shapes.
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Figure 14: Alpha-shape example where α = 0.15: (a) convex hull (in black), Delaunay triangulation (in red), and atom centres (in yellow);
(b) the k-simplex (in red) is part of the α-shape because the current circumsphere has a radius smaller than α; (c) the k-simplex (in black and
dotted) is not part of the α-shape because the current circumsphere has a radius greater than α; (d) after testing each circumsphere, as seen
in (b) and (c), we get the final α-shape.

8.3. CAST

The main drawback of APROPOS stems from the need of tuning the
value of α for both outer and inner α-shapes, in particular the one
concerning the inner α-shape, which is more sensitive to the surface
shape variations of the protein itself. To overcome this problem,
Edelsbrunner et al. [Ede98] introduced the dual sub-complex of the
union of balls featuring van der Waals atoms, which amounts to
the α-shape that is entirely inside such union of balls. In essence,
they proposed the convex hull as the outer envelope, and the dual
sub-complex as the inner envelope of atomic coordinate centres (see
Figure 15).

CAST was introduced by Liang et al. [LWE98] as an implemen-
tation of the method detailed by Edelsbrunner et al. [Ede98], and
consists of the following steps:

� Voronoi diagram. Firstly, one creates a Voronoi space decompo-
sition from the atoms (atomic coordinates) of the molecule, as
shown in Figure 15(a).

� Convex hull. Secondly, one calculates the corresponding convex
hull (i.e. Delaunay triangulation), as illustrated in Figure 15(b).

� Dual sub-complex. Then, one removes the simplexes (e.g. tri-
angles) that are not completely inside the molecule, result-
ing so in an α-shape of the original molecule, as depicted in
Figure 15(c).

The leading idea here is to get a triangulation with the same topo-
logical type as the original set of atoms that comprise the molecule
so that we can extract the cavities in a straightforward manner.
Note that we have assumed that all atoms possess the same radius
(see Figure 15). In case of using the actual van der Waals atoms,

Figure 15: Detecting cavities through CAST: (a) Voronoi diagram of a molecule (i.e. set of spherical atoms); (b) convex hull of the atomic
centres, together with Delaunay triangulation; (c) α-shape with triangles, edges and vertices in black, where the empty triangles denote the
existence of a cavity (taken and modified from [LWE98] [WPS07]).
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Figure 16: Discrete-flow method at work: (a) Voronoi space decomposition of a molecule; (b) Flow of obtuse triangles from the initial space
decomposition; (c) example that shows a cavity that cannot be properly identified by the method, because the group of obtuse triangles are
flowing to infinity (taken and modified from [LWE98]).

one has to use, instead, the weighted Delaunay triangulation, being
the weighted Voronoi cells necessarily different.

Additionally, Edelsbrunner et al. [Ede98] introduced a discrete-
flow method to decide on the existence of cavities or pockets in the
complement of the dual sub-complex within the convex hull here
called complement sub-complex (i.e. the sub-complex of empty
or partially empty triangles). The eligibility of a cavity as part of
the complement sub-complex is determined in conformity with the
principle of a fluid flowing into a sink. Let us imagine the water flow
field generated by filling each triangle with water, so that the water
of each obtuse triangle flows to the next one until it reaches a pocket
or sink represented by an acute triangle, as illustrated in Figure 16.
This means that every single pocket is formed by growing from an
acute triangle.

But, as Edelsbrunner et al. [Ede98] noted, some cavities can-
not be identified using this discrete flow process, simply because
the Delaunay triangulation can lead to the flow of obtuse trian-
gles to the infinity, that is, some cavities do not match acute
triangles or tetrahedra. In fact, Edelsbrunner and co-authors for-
mally defined cavities as 3D regions in the complement space
of the protein that possess limited accessibility from the comple-
ment space itself. Cavities were deliberately defined in this manner
to exclude shallow valleys or depressions, like the one shown in
Figure 16(b), although some shallow valleys match well-known
binding sites.

Summing up, CAST does not solve the fundamental problem of
the stopgaps (or delimiters) of some cavities (in particular, wide
clefts/grooves), that is, it is not always possible to know where
the cavity begins and the outside space occupied by the solvent
ends. Liang et al. [LWE98] identified this as a difficult problem to
overcome; hence, the ‘can of worms’ problem that they mention
in their paper. In fact, in CAST, the discrete flow condition (or
acute triangle condition) is not satisfied for all types of cavities; it
is only valid for the types of cavities considered by Edelsbrunner
et al. [Ede98] and Liang et al. [LWE98], say pockets with i mouth
openings, with i = 0, 1, . . . , n, and n ∈ N.

CAST is the basis of other methods and systems, namely: CASTp
web server [BNL03], SplitPocket web server [TDCL09] and Ro-
bustVoids [SDP*13], just to mention a few of them. CASTp is also
based on the theory of α-shapes, and arguably can detect all pockets
and voids of a given protein, as well as the surface atoms partici-
pating at each cavity. SplitPocket also uses the weighted Delaunay
triangulation and the discrete flow procedure to predict each pocket
of a given protein. But, unlike CAST, it utilizes not only geometric
information but also physicochemical and evolutionary information
(e.g. conservation index) for putative binding cavities. RobustVoids
builds on the weighted Delaunay triangulation to construct a filtra-
tion of α-shapes to extract pockets and voids in a robust manner
with the user assistance. The accuracy of this system comes from
the fact that cavities are correctly determined independently of the
small inaccuracies resulting from crystallographic measurements
(X-ray crystallography) or the perturbation of atomic radii, which,
as widely known, are determined empirically.

8.4. GP method

The geometric potential (GP) method is due to Xie and
Bourne [XB07]. It is similar to CAST in the sense that the carv-
ing process has the effect of peeling empty triangles and tetrahedra
off the convex hull (i.e. the Delaunay triangulation). However, the
peeling-off of simplices is based on empirical parameters like the
maximum size of 30.0 Å for a ligand binding pocket.

The steps of the GP method are the following:

� Cα atom-based structure. Firstly, one constructs the protein struc-
ture from its Cα atoms (or alpha carbon atoms), as shown in
Figure 17(a). An amino acid (or, amino acid residue, to be more
precise) consists of an amino group (NH2), a hydrogen atom (H),
a carboxyl group (COOH) and a side chain (R) bound to a Cα

atom [Pro14]. Cα atoms are the central atoms of amino acids that
form a protein.

� Convex hull. Secondly, one constructs the convex hull (i.e. De-
launay triangulation), as illustrated in Figure 17(b).
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Figure 17: GP method [XB07]: (a) Cα atom-based structure (grey points); (b) convex hull (in orange) and Delaunay triangulation (in dark
grey); (c) first carving procedure that removes simplexes whose edges are longer than 30.0 Å (black dashed line segments); the resulting
environmental boundary (i.e. outer envelope of the protein) is represented by orange solid line segments; (d) second carving procedure removes
k-simplexes circumscribed by spheres with radius larger than 7.5 Å (in orange); this results in the inner envelope of the protein (i.e. protein
boundary); (e) geometric potential (GP) and residue surface direction are used to predict binding cavities (taken and modified from Xie and
Bourne [XB07]).

� First carving step. Thirdly, one proceeds to the peeling of the
tetrahedra from the convex hull; this carving procedure is lim-
ited to simplexes whose edges are longer than 30.0 Å (black
dashed lines), as depicted in Figure 17(c). The resulting trian-
gulation is bounded by the so-called environmental boundary,
which functions as the outer envelope of the protein.

� Second carving step. Then, one proceeds to the further peeling of
the tetrahedra circumscribed by spheres with a radius larger than
7.5 Å. This results in the inner envelope of the protein, also called
protein boundary, which mostly overlaps the outer envelope. See
Figure 17(d).

� Prediction of binding cavities. Finally, it comes the time of pre-
dicting where binding cavities are, as illustrated in Figure 17(e).
For that purpose, one uses shape descriptors such as the geomet-
ric potential and residue surface direction for each Cα atom.

The novelty of the GP method is twofold:

� The use of Cα atoms of a given protein instead of its entire set of
atoms. This speeds up the algorithm because we are considering
one atom per amino acid instead of its nine atoms (excluding the
side chain), but it produces a very rough approximation that leads
to significant geometric inaccuracies. Indeed, the GP method uses
a coarser atomic structure, where each Cα atom features an amino
acid.

� The use of GP parameter as a new shape descriptor capable
of distinguishing cavities that bind from those that do not bind
ligands.

Xie and Bourne [XB07] used the following formula:

P = d +
∑

i

di

Di + 1.0

cos(αi) + 1.0

2.0
(5)

to calculate the value of the geometric potential P at each Cα ,
where d stands for the distance of the Cα atom to the environmental
boundary, di is the distance of its ith neighbouring Cα atom to
the environmental boundary, while Di and αi denote the distance
and direction to its ith neighbouring Cα atom; note that we only
consider the ith neighbouring Cα atoms belonging to the protein

boundary, with the further condition that they are not obstructed by
other residues within the protein boundary.

Then, it remains to calculate the geometric potential for each pu-
tative binding cavity, which is given by the average of the geometric
potentials for all Cα atoms within the cavity. A cavity is considered
as a ligand binding site if its geometric potential is around 50 (on
the scale of 0–100); otherwise, the cavity does not qualify as ligand
binding site, being its geometric potential usually close to zero.

8.5. MOLE

MOLE [PKKO07] is a follow-up of CAVER [POB*06] (see
Section 7.2), both developed by Petřek and colleagues. CAVER
is a grid-and-surface method, while MOLE is a Voronoi
tessellation-based method, though CAVER has later evolved to in-
corporate Voronoi tessellations in its direct follow-ups, CAVER 2.0
[MBS08] and CAVER 3.0 [CPB*12].

As argued by Petřek et al. [PKKO07], CAVER suffers from two
drawbacks: (i) the use of grid makes it very memory space and time-
consuming in exploring large ramified channels; (ii) the introduction
of unavoidable grid approximation errors. On the contrary, MOLE
takes advantage of the Voronoi tessellation to find pathways defined
by Voronoi vertices in the empty space corresponding to channels,
tunnels and pores (Figure 18). Such pathways defined by the Voronoi
tessellation’s edges are found using Dijkstra’s pathfinder so that
such cavities are found with greater accuracy, in less time and is
fully automated when compared to CAVER. Superficial cavities
like clefts/grooves are determined with the help of the convex hull
that encloses the molecule.

See [SSVB*13] for further details about a more recent follow-up
of MOLE, called MOLE 2.0, which also estimates physicochemical
properties of the identified channels, such as, hydropathy, hydropho-
bicity, polarity, charge and mutability.

8.6. Medek et al.’s method

This method is focused on the computation of channels, as proposed
by Medek et al. [MBS07]. It is based on the Delaunay triangulation
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Figure 18: Detecting cavities using MOLE [PKKO07]: Two-
dimensional example of the Voronoi diagram of a molecule com-
prised by a set of atoms (grey spheres). The convex hull is represented
as dotted black lines and each Voronoi edge is label with a cost func-
tion value (CFV). The Dijkstra’s algorithm is accomplished using
each CFN from a user-given start point (orange small sphere). The
path delineated by the previous algorithm (orange line) is identified
as a cavity (pictures taken and modified from [PKKO07]).

(the dual of Voronoi diagram), which has the advantage of function-
ing also like the envelope of the molecule, in a way similar to convex
hull. Indeed, the convex hull is easily found from Delaunay trian-
gulation. However, for performance purposes, Medek et al. do not
use the exact formulation of the Delaunay triangulation of a set of
points, but instead a Delaunay triangulation of a set of spheres rep-
resenting atoms. See [KCK04] for further details about the Voronoi
diagram of a set of spheres, also referred as the additively weighted
Voronoi diagram or Euclidean Voronoi diagram of spheres.

Such a Delaunay triangulation of a set of spheres can be then
interpreted as a weighted graph. Two simplifications, conservative
and approximate, were introduced to give different weights to the
graph. The conservative simplification sets the radii of all atoms to

the biggest atom’s radius, whereas the approximate simplification
assumes that all atoms have identical radii. The authors show that
the ideal tunnel is obtained from the graph using a modified Di-
jkstra algorithm, in the sense that Dijkstra’s pathfinder is optimal
and complete, it finds the lowest cost path (if it exists) along the
interior of a channel. Note that Dijkstra’s pathfinder is limited by
the convex hull, which significantly shortens its computation time.
Both approaches provide a good trade-off between tunnel quality
(without noticeable loss of accuracy) and computational time. Al-
though the conservative simplification gives less accurate results, it
is faster than its approximate counterpart due to its greater simplicity.
Both simplifications show a much better ratio of speed to accuracy
when compared to CAVER, although the tests only considered two
molecules with little less than 2500 atoms.

8.7. Kim et al.’s method (KCC*)

One of the main limitations of α-shapes stems from the assump-
tion that, in a set of spheres, all spheres are of the same size
[KKS01a] [KKS01b] [KSK*06]. Edelsbrunner tried to solve this
problem through the generalization of α-shapes to weighted α-
shapes [Ede95], but, even so, they did not take into consideration
the variations in size of input spheres, in the sense that the proximity
among spheres is not fully described in relation to Euclidean metric
[KSK*06].

With this in mind, Kim et al. [KCKC06] proposed a method
based on β-shapes, which take into account distinct van der Waals
(vdW) radii for atoms (Figure 19). In this sense, beta shapes can
be seen as a generalization of alpha shapes. Essentially, they pro-
posed an algorithm that first determines the Voronoi diagram of
vdW atoms of a given protein. Note that the Voronoi diagram of
atoms is not the same as the ordinary Voronoi diagram for points
(centres of atoms) since the Euclidean distance is measured not
relative to the centres of the atoms, but relative to the surface
of the atoms. After determining such extraordinary Voronoi dia-
gram, one constructs the corresponding beta shape using a spherical
probe.

Following the same line of research, Kim et al. [KCC*08] built up
a blending mesh of triangles derived from a surface generated from
blending atoms, as illustrated in Figure 19. Then, they construct the

Figure 19: (a) van der Waals surface in black, and inner blending surface as a connected arrangement of blue and black spherical patches;
(b) inner blending mesh constructed from the atomic centres and blending surface; (c) outer blending surface as a connected arrangement of
red and black spherical patches; (d) outer blending mesh as the convex hull of atomic centres (taken and modified from Kim et al. [KCC*08]).
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convex hull from such a blending mesh. Cavities are found in places
of the convex hull that are not occupied by the blending mesh. Also,
Kim et al. [KCC*08] use the Voronoi diagram of atoms, not the
Voronoi diagram of atom centres, to easily calculate the molecular
surface.

8.8. MolAxis

This method was developed by Yaffe et al. [YFW*08]. MolAxis
relies on two geometric concepts: α-shapes and medial axis. The
use of α-shapes means that the molecule is seen as a set of 3D balls
featuring constant-radius atoms. In respect to the medial axis of a
geometric object, it can be defined as the set of points that possess
one or more closest points on the boundary of such object [Blu67];
for example, the midpoint of a straight line segment, the centre of a
sphere or the axis of a cylinder. In the case of MolAxis, the geometric
object at hand is the vdW surface of a molecule. Taking into account
that the surface is closed in 3D, we end up having two medial axes:
inner medial axis and outer medial axis. The inner medial axis can be
understood as the skeleton of the molecule, while the outer medial
axis is the skeleton of the complement of the molecule in 3D, that
is, the space outside the molecule.

MolAxis is focused on the computation of outer medial axis
because it indicates where channels and tunnels of a molecule are.
The outer medial axis is similar to Voronoi pathways of MOLE
(see Section 8.5) in the complement space because MolAxis takes
advantage of the inner and outer medial axes of the protein built
upon the Voronoi diagram. The main novelty of MolAxis is how
it approximates the outer medial axis of the complement space of
the molecule to construct channels. That is, it approximates the
additively weighted Voronoi diagram, as already used by Medek
et al. [MBS07]. This approximation is the result of approximating
each vdW atom by one or more unit balls, that is, the weighted
Voronoi diagram is approximated by the Voronoi diagram of atomic
centres. But, the outer medial axis can be calculated in an exact
manner using the weighted Voronoi diagram, also called Apollonius
diagram [BD05].

8.9. Fpocket

Guilloux et al. [LGST09] introduced Fpocket, which primarily
builds upon the Voronoi diagram of the set of centres of the
atoms of a given protein (see Figure 20). For that purpose, one
computes the Voronoi tessellation of the atomic centres, what is
performed using the publicly available qvoronoi’s source code at
http://www.qhull.org , a well-known package that firstly calculates
the convex hull of a set of points through the Quickhull algorithm.
However, Fpocket does not use any triangulation.

Instead, Fpocket uses the Voronoi tessellation and alpha spheres.
Every single alpha sphere is centred at a distinct Voronoi vertex,
although an alpha sphere is smaller than its homologous Voronoi
ball. Its radius is given by the distance from its Voronoi vertex to
the closest atom centre minus the radius of such atom. Thus, alpha
spheres in the complement space of a protein are tangential spheres
in contact with surface atoms.

Recall that a Voronoi vertex is the centre of an empty circum-
sphere, called Voronoi ball, through four points, which coincides
with an empty circumsphere of the Delaunay triangulation; this is
so because the Voronoi tessellation and Delaunay triangulation are
dual structures. So, in conformity with the empty circumsphere
rule of the Delaunay triangulation, an alpha sphere has always
four points of contact with surface atoms, featuring thus the lo-
cal curvature of the molecular surface. That is, cavities are located
where we find alpha spheres; this thus requires the use of some
clustering of alpha spheres to form such cavities. In other words,
locating alpha spheres is equivalent to detect cavities on protein
surfaces.

The main steps of the method are as follows:

� Voronoi tessellation. Firstly, one constructs the Voronoi diagram
of the atomic centres, as illustrated in Figure 20(a).

� Computation of alpha spheres. Secondly, one determines the
contact alpha spheres centred at the Voronoi vertices in the com-
plement space of the molecule. The minimum size of an al-
pha sphere is naturally solvent (water) probe sphere, which has
1.4 Å of radius, but bigger radii may be used. This allows us to
immediately discard solvent inaccessible alpha spheres. Never-
theless, we have to define a maximum size for alpha spheres to
also discard rather exposed alpha spheres. This a priori prun-
ing of too small and big alpha spheres significantly reduces the
number of false positives and false negatives for cavities. This is
illustrated in Figure 20(b).

� Clustering of alpha spheres. Thirdly, one proceeds to the clus-
tering of alpha spheres, as shown in Figure 20(c). The clustering
procedure uses the proximity and neighbourhood relationships
of Voronoi vertices to aggregate their alpha spheres into separate
clustered pockets within the empty complement space.

� Pocket ranking. Finally, the ranking of cavities takes place to
check their ability to bind ligands. For that purpose, one uses
a straightforward scoring scheme that is based on the partial
least squares (PLS) regression, which is somehow related to the
principal components regression. This has the effect of further
reducing the number of false positives and false negatives for
cavities.

8.10. CAVE

CAVE was introduced by Busa et al. [BHH*10] to solely identify
voids in proteins. Its leading idea is to construct an enveloping
triangulation enclosing each void. That is, it does not make usage of
α-shapes, Voronoi diagram, β-shaped, or Apollonius diagram. The
enveloping triangulation is a tetrahedralization whose vertices are
the atomic centres, so it is a Delaunay-like triangulation in 3D.

As its authors noted, van der Waals radii of atoms are augmented
by the (water) probe sphere radius. That is, the number, sizes and
shapes of cavities are strongly dependent on the probe radius. The
goal is to construct a minimal closed 2-cycle (envelope) of triangles
enclosing each void. Any tetrahedron’ triangle intersecting the void
is not considered as being part of the minimal closed 2-cycle of a
void. Let us mention that CAVE also allows for detecting voids, as
well as for studying properties of each void, namely its location,
boundary atoms, volume and surface area.
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8.11. VoroProt

VoroProt was proposed by Olechnovic et al. [OMV11]. It resembles
MOLE and MolAxis because they are all based on the additively
weighted Voronoi diagram of a set of atoms, which is also known
as Apollonius diagram [EM94, EK06]. Therefore, a molecule is
a set of atoms represented as vdW spheres. Then, one constructs
the Apollonius diagram, which can be seen as the Voronoi dia-
gram of the set of vdW spheres. At last, it takes place the con-
struction of the Apollonius graph (i.e. the dual of the Apollonius
diagram), which works as the delimiter of the molecule. Apollo-
nius graph unequivocally defines the set of atoms neighbouring
each atom. This construction is similar to the Delaunay triangula-
tion, with the difference that one uses spheres instead of points,
and tangent spheres instead of circumspheres (circumsphere rule).
As for MOLE and MolAxis, cavities in the complement space are
detected using skeletal pathways (for invaginations, tunnels and
channels) in the Apollonius diagram together with the boundaries
of the Apollonius graph (surface grooves and voids). Thus, there is
no room for ambiguity in locating entries and exits of cavities of the
molecule.

8.12. Lindow et al.’s method (LBH)

Similar to Voroprot, Lindow et al.’s method [LBH11] also relies
on the Apollonius diagram (i.e. the Voronoi diagram of spheres). It
aims at identifying transport pathways in molecules. Such pathways
are determined using depth-first search in the graph built from the
edges and nodes of the Apollonius diagram.

Unlike Voroprot, Lindow et al. did not use the Apollonius graph
as a delimiter of the molecule. Instead, they used omnidirectional
casting of rays from every single Apollonius vertex to determine
whether it lies in a cavity of not; more specifically, if more than
50% of rays hit the molecular surface, one concludes that the vertex
belongs to a cavity. This threshold of 0.5 is a value that leads to
approximately discard the vertices outside the convex hull of the

molecule. Therefore, there is no ambiguity in identifying cavity
entries and exits.

8.13. BetaVoid

BetaVoid was introduced by Kim et al. [KCL*14] to identify
voids exclusively, that is, the method was not designed to iden-
tify cavities in general. It is a freeware solution for molecular
void recognition and accurate computation of void volume, area
and topology. It relies on a geometric formalization of molecu-
lar voids allied with an analytic approach that uses the Voronoi
diagram of spherical atoms and the β-complex. The proposed al-
gorithms identify both van der Waals and Lee-Richards solvent-
accessible voids, along with the residues that belong to each void
atom. Also, BetaVoid allows users to vary atom radii from the
default values of the Bondi radii. One of its main contributions
is a general and unified geometric framework that allows us to
analyse molecular voids in an efficient and mathematically correct
manner.

8.14. CCCPP

More recently, Benkaidali et al. [BAM*14] introduced an alpha-
shape variant, called CCCPP, which supposedly takes advantage of
the size and the shape of the ligand. This method essentially finds
the empty space where channels, pockets and cavities are in the
complement of the alpha shape of the protein to its convex hull.
That is, the convex hull works here as the outer envelope of the
protein.

Therefore, the convex hull works as the ceiling for each concavity
of the protein. As their authors argued, the focus of the method is
on the shape of the channels (i.e. empty space inside the convex
hull), not the shape of the protein. To find those channels, one uses a
door-in-door-out principle for empty (or partially) tetrahedra. This
principle is similar to the discrete flow principle, with the difference

Figure 20: Detecting cavities through Fpocket [LGST09]: (a) Voronoi diagram of the atomic centres; (b) similar to a Voronoi ball (dotted
red circles), each α-sphere (dotted green circle) is also centred at a Voronoi vertex (orange points), but it is a contact sphere that is tangential
to surface atoms (solid grey circles); (c) cluster of α-spheres (solid green circles) that fill a cavity.
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that now the convex hull is functioning as the outer boundary for all
channels.

Channels are found as follows. Starting from the Delaunay trian-
gulation, one constructs a graph for empty (or partially empty) tetra-
hedra inside the convex hull. This is a graph whose nodes represent
empty (or partially empty) tetrahedra, and edges represent triangles
bounding those tetrahedra, much like we do in the construction of
the Voronoi diagram from the Delaunay triangulation, with the dif-
ference that we are not imposing any geometric constraints to such
graph, here called facial graph. A channel is a connected subgraph
of the facial graph.

Note that Benkaidali et al. argue that the spherical model for
ligands, usually given by a probe sphere featuring a water molecule
is often not adequate for the detection of channels, so they ended
up by applying the cylindrical model instead. The adoption of the
cylindrical model is seen by the authors as a step forward in the
conventional alpha-shape approaches.

8.15. Tessellation-based methods: Discussion

Looking at Table 6, we observe the following:

� Molecular Surfaces. These methods do not use any molecu-
lar surface. To identify molecular cavities, they only use vdW
atoms or their centres; at most, we can say that they indirectly
use the vdW surface. More specifically, α-shape and Voronoi-
based methods use atomic centres and, implicitly constant-
radius spheres to represent atoms, while β-shape methods and
Apollonius-based methods take advantage of varying-radius
spheres to represent those atoms.

� Limitations. As shown in Table 6, tessellation-based methods do
not suffer from significant limitations indeed. In a way, these
limitations are all related to accuracy in identifying not only

the correct location of each binding cavity of a given protein,
but also its number of surface atoms and its boundary—and,
subsequently, its area and volume—in the complement space. In
respect to α-shape methods, they are focused on the occupied
space by a protein so that any tiny empty space less than a water
molecule inside a tetrahedron originates a false positive. Also,
two buried chambers interconnected via a small channel with a
radius less than the water molecule is reported as a single cavity,
when it consists of two distinct cavities or a cavity with two
sub-cavities. This shows that alpha shapes are sensitive to false
negatives. In fact, α-shape methods tend to fail to detect wide
surface pockets and shallow valleys. On the other hand, β-shape
methods produce more accurate results than α-based methods
because they are based on vdW atom-featuring spheres instead
of atomic centres.
On the contrary, Voronoi-based methods put their focus on the
empty complement space, filling it with contact spheres, called
alpha spheres, centred at Voronoi vertices. By using the least
radius of 1.4 Å for alpha spheres, one guarantees the number of
false positives and false negatives is reduced to a minimum. The
cavities are where there is a higher density of contact spheres.
Furthermore, they provide a skeleton per channel in a way similar
to medial axis. Finally, Apollonius-based methods produce more
accurate results than Voronoi-based methods, because they are
based on vdW atom-featuring spheres instead of atomic centres.
For example, the skeletal pathways of channels approximate the
medial axis of the complement space.

� Cavities. With the exception of a few cavity detection methods,
we can say that tessellation-based methods are accurate in iden-
tifying cavities of proteins. In general, Voronoi- and Apollonius-
based methods are adequate to identify any cavity, in particular
channels; surface pockets are also easily identified because of
the use of the convex hull, Delaunay triangulation or Apollonius
graph, which work as delimiters of the protein.

Table 6: Tessellation-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Limitations Pockets

Methods Reference Tessellation SA/vdW CH EAT MOA Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

APROPOS [PFF96] α • • • • • • • •
CAST [LWE98] α • • • • • • • •
GP [XB07] α • • • • • • • • •
MOLE [PKKO07] AD • • • • • • •
Medek et al. [MBS07] DT • • • •
KCC* [KCC*08] β • • • •
MolAxis [YFW*08] AD, MA • • • • • •
Fpocket [LGST09] α, Voronoi • • •
CAVE [BHH*10] ET • • •
VoroProt [OMV11] AD • • • • • •
LBH [LBH11] AD • • • • • • •
BetaVoid [KCL*14] α • •
CCCPP [BAM*14] α • • • • • • •

Abbreviations: AD, Apollonius diagram [EK06]; DT, Delaunay triangulation; MA, medial axis [Blu67]; ET, enveloping triangulation [BHH*09]; SA/vdW, set
of atoms/van der Waals surface; CH, convex hull; EAT, empirical alpha tuning; MOA: mouth-opening ambiguity.
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As far as we know, there is not any tessellation-based method in
the literature to identify cavities into sub-cavities. Nevertheless, it is
straightforward to accomplish that with Voronoi- and Apollonius-
based methods because they produce skeletal pathways and their
branches.

9. Consensus Methods

To the best of our knowledge, Metapocket is the only consen-
sus method found in the literature, which was proposed by Huang
[Hua09]. Consensus methods are approaches that combine the
results produced by two or more cavity detection techniques. More
specifically, this method combines the predictions of four methods
to improve the success rate in predicting the location of binding
cavities; three of these methods are purely geometric (LIGSITEcs,
PASS and SURFNET), while the fourth is an energy-based method
(Q-SiteFinder [LJ05]).

Since these four methods have different ranking scoring func-
tions, it is hard to compare and evaluate the predictions directly.
Therefore, a z-score is calculated separately for each cavity using
different methods, to make the ranking scores comparable. Probes
within a given distance threshold are grouped together as a cluster,
and each cluster is ranked by a scoring function consisting of the
sum of the z-scores of the cavities in that cluster. For the dataset
of proteins referred by Huang [Hua09], MetaPocket improved the
success rate up to 90% over individual methods.

Later, Zhang et al. [ZLL*11] continued this work by adding more
four methods (GHECOM, ConCavity, POCASA and Fpocket) to
further improve the prediction success rate. This resulted in the de-
velopment of MetaPocket 2.0, a consensus method which combines
the predicted cavity sites of a total of eight methods.

10. GPU-Based Methods

In the last decade, we have noted an increasing use of GPU comput-
ing in molecular modelling, rendering and visualization [KBE09,
SSE*10, DBG10, LBH11, KKC*11, CVT*11, PTRV12, TPS12,
PRV13, DG13, PTRV13, LLNW14, DCD*14, DG15, HGVV16].
However cavity detection methods taking advantage of GPU pro-
cessing power are not so commonly found in the literature; the
exception lies in the methods we describe below.

10.1. Parulek et al.’s method

After introducing an implicitly defined formulation for SES
[PTRV12], Parulek et al. [PTRV13] proposed a cavity detection
algorithm solely for molecular visualization purposes, that is, they
were not concerned about benchmarking the accuracy of their al-
gorithm against a ground-truth of already known binding cavities.
Arguably, most computations were performed on GPU using CUDA
and GLSL, but no details about the implementation of their method
were published.

Therefore, this is a surface-based method, which has the partic-
ularity of using a random sampling of the domain, much like in
McVol [TU10] (see Section 5.4). More specifically, they generate
point samples inside balls centred at atomic centres, but with a ra-
dius that is twice the vdW radius of each atom. The samples inside

SES are dropped straight away. The remaining samples outside SES
are used to determine the cavities on SES.

Parulek et al. take advantage of an implicit formulation of SES to
determine the direction of the gradient at each point sample outside
SES. Similar to grid-based methods with scanning directions, this
gradient vector and its symmetric vector determine the existence of
a cavity if they hit two opposite boundary walls of SES. As the last
step, they use mutual visibility test between pairs of points satisfying
the scanning direction condition between walls of SES with the goal
of clustering the sampled points into distinct cavities. However, as
the authors mentioned in their paper, their method may not identify
all and especially shallow cavities [PRV13].

10.2. Krone et al.’s method

Similar to Parulek et al.’s method, Krone et al. [KRS*13] used an
implicit formulation for molecular surfaces, not only for represent-
ing and modelling molecular surfaces but also to help in extracting
the molecular cavities for visualization purposes. More specifically,
they use a Gaussian surface that better adjusts to SES, in conformity
with the parameter set in [GP95] and [Ric77]. This work is a follow-
up of their previous work detailed in [KFR*11], which arguably was
the first method to extract cavities in real-time extraction. Cavities
are detected using an ambient occlusion-based visibility criterion
due to Borland [Bor11], who used an ambient occlusion-based ap-
proach to get an adequate visualization of the internal structure of
proteins. Once again, this method focuses on molecular rendering
and visualization of cavities, and not on the accuracy of the method
in detecting and locating cavities, even with respect to benchmark
results.

Thus, the leading idea of the method was to obtain a sur-
face segmentation with noticeable cavities. For that purpose, the
molecular surface is triangulated beforehand using the marching
tetrahedra algorithm due to Doi and Koide [DK91]. The result-
ing triangles are then tagged as either shadowed or unshadowed,
what depends on their computed ambient occlusion (AO) fac-
tors in relation to an user-defined threshold. It is clear that shad-
owed triangles are those that belong to eventual cavities so that
they are clustered into cavities using the principle of connected-
ness, that is, two adjacent shadowed triangles in the molecular
surface belong to the same cavity. This clustering-based segmen-
tation is based on the labelling technique due to Hawick et al.
[HLP10], which was specially designed for GPU computing. How-
ever, because it mostly aims at molecular visualization, its authors
did not embark in any benchmarking with other cavity detection
method regarding accuracy (e.g. the number of cavities and their
locations).

10.3. PLB-SAVE

To the best of our knowledge, the first cavity detection method to
run entirely on GPU (via CUDA) is due to Lo et al. [LWP*13], and
is called PLB-SAVE. Furthermore, it uses the LigASite dataset of
binding sites for benchmarking comparisons [DLW08].

The leading idea of this method is to take advantage of the Con-
nolly function for segmentation of the molecular surface into cavities
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and its complement. While using the Connolly function to divide
the molecular surface into convex, concave and saddle patches is
not a novelty [CCL03], their segmentation produces numerous fine
patches to be useful in cavity detection. One ideally requires a
coarser surface segmentation, and especially with larger binding
cavities. Natarajan et al. [NWB*06] introduced a Morse theory-
based segmentation of molecular surfaces to solve this problem.
Instead of using the Connolly function, Natarajan et al. used the
Mitchell-Kerr-Eyck function [MKE01] as a way to merge neigh-
bour segments into larger segments by simplifying the atomic den-
sity function.

PLB-SAVE essentially is a grid-based method applied to the set
of atoms of a given molecule. This method maps each atom over
their occupied voxels in the 3D space. This way, one can identify
the protein surface, from which one calculates the solid angles asso-
ciated with each atom. In practice, PLB-SAVE thus uses a discrete
version of the Connolly function. Instead of measuring the solid an-
gle � associated to each surface point, one measures the solid angle
of each surface voxel, which is given by the following expression:

� = n

N
. 4π, (6)

where N is the whole number of voxels occupied by a probe sphere
of 6 Å centred at each surface voxel, and n denotes the number of
those voxels overlapping the protein. This means that � ∈ [0, 4π ];
if � ∈ [0, 2π [, the corresponding surface voxel lies in a convex
region of the surface; if � ∈]2π, 4π ], the corresponding surface
voxel is located in a concave region of the surface; if � ≈ 2π , the
corresponding voxel belongs to an approximately flat region of the
surface.

Next, one proceeds to the clustering of connected surface voxels
around those with similar, highest solid angles, that is, only the con-
cave regions concerning cavities are taken into account. Note, that
the Connolly function is translation- and rotation-invariant because
it is defined over the molecular surface. However, clustering voxels
with similar solid angle levels can often lead to misleading results
(i.e. unreliable cavity locations). This is so because a binding cavity
may include concave and approximately flat regions, as a result of
the fine-grain segmentation that results from the Connolly function.
To overcome this problem of significant variations in the solid angle
of a cluster of voxels, Lo et al. introduced the concept of average
depth for a cavity [LWP*13].

10.4. CAVE-CL

CAVE-CL is an OpenCL implementation of the CAVE method that
is authored by Bus ̆a et al. [BHH*09, BHH*10, BHHW15]. This
method was designed to detect voids solely, also called internal
cavities. CAVE-CL operates on a set of balls featuring the atoms of
a molecule, but the size of each atom is increased with the radius of
the probe sphere, as is usual for the SAS.

The atom centres are vertices of the so-called envelope triangu-
lation (ET), which can be seen as a sub-complex (or subset) of the
nerve of an alpha shape triangulation. After building up this enve-
lope triangulation, we are ready to detect where the voids of the

protein are. Each void is commonly encountered inside a closed
polyhedron that makes part of the envelope triangulation.

10.5. Kim et al.’s method (KLKK)

KLKK is a hybrid method due to Kim et al. [KLKK16], which
is capable of detecting voids, chambers, tunnels and channels. It
operates simultaneously on two GPU data structures (via CUDA): a
sphere tree and a grid of voxels. The sphere tree is a novel represen-
tation of a given protein (i.e. the set of atoms). In fact, one generates
a sphere tree for each peptide chain of a given protein; a sphere tree
is held in GPU memory as a 1D array. This new representation of
a protein allows us to accelerate the proximity search queries on
GPUs.

After forming the sphere tree, one constructs an approximate con-
vex hull that encloses the protein with the help of such proximity
queries on the GPU. The voxels inside an approximate convex hull
of the molecule are then classified as follows: occupied, empty and
empty-boundary. The voxels occupied by a given protein denote the
absence of cavities; the empty voxels—in particular those containing
Voronoi edges—identify the location of cavities on or inside the pro-
tein; the empty-boundary voxels are those that identify exit/entrance
doors for channels and tunnels. Furthermore, this method uses the
Dijkstra algorithm to determine the shortest path from a chamber to
an exit mouth of a tunnel or channel. Note that KLKK takes advan-
tage of an approximate convex hull of the molecule to distinguish
the empty voxels of cavities inside the convex hull from those empty
voxels outside the convex hull.

10.6. CriticalFinder

CriticalFinder is a grid-and-surface method proposed by Dias et al.
[DNJG17], whose program entirely runs on GPU via CUDA. This
method builds upon the theory of critical points (also known as
Morse theory), and relies on the assumption that each cavity can
be identified by a cluster of approximate critical points of the same
sort. These approximate critical points are corners of voxels inter-
secting the Gaussian surface that encloses the protein. The result is
a meaningful segmentation of the protein surface into cavities and
saliences.

CriticalFinder calculates the approximate critical points of the
Gaussian scalar field (or function) that describes the molecular sur-
face through the eigenvalues of its Hessian matrix, that is, it takes
advantage of curvature analysis. Other research works have already
used curvature information (e.g. Natarajan et al. [NWB*06]) to
segment molecular surfaces. However, there is no evidence that
the resulting segmentation is a meaningful segmentation in terms
of cavities, because no comparison was carried out relative to
any ground-truth dataset of known binding sites (e.g. LigASite at
http://ligasite.org/).

10.7. GPU-based methods: Discussion

Given the new advances in parallel computing (e.g. GPU-based
applications) in last decade, we decided to define a category specif-
ically dedicated to GPU-based methods, although they are clearly
framed in geometric categories, as indicated in Table 7. Let us then
discuss the characteristics of these methods:
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Table 7: GPU-based methods.

Cavities

Molecular surfaces Limitations Pockets

Methods Reference SA/vdW SES GS CH
GPU

Computing GSS MOA Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids Category

Parulek et al. [PTRV13] • • CUDA/GLSL • • • • • Surface-based
Krone et al. [KRS*13] • • CUDA • • • • • Surface-based
PLB-SAVE [LWP*13] • CUDA • • • • • • Grid-based
CAVE-CL [BHHW15] • OpenCL • Tessellation-based
KLKK [KLKK16] • • CUDA • • • • • • Grid-based;

Voronoi
CriticalFinder [DNJG17] • • CUDA • • • • • • Grid-and-surface-

based

Abbreviations: SA/vdW, set of atoms/van der Waals surface; SES, solvent-excluded surface; GS, Gaussian surface; CH, convex hull; GSS, grid-spacing
sensitivity; MOA, mouth-opening ambiguity.

� Molecular Surfaces. Despite the fact that these six methods be-
long to three different geometric categories, they all rely on the
set of atoms (SA) or van der Waals surface of the protein. Nev-
ertheless, Parulek et al. [PTRV13], Krone et al. [KRS*13] and
KLKK [KLKK16] also take advantage of surface formulations
as the SES, Gaussian surface (GS) and convex hull (CH), respec-
tively, to represent the molecular surface somehow.

� Limitations. Taking into consideration that every single GPU-
based method belongs to some geometric category of methods,
each one of them suffers from the limitations inherent to its
category. For example, PLB-SAVE and KLKK are grid-based
methods, so they are sensitive to grid spacing (GSS), but be-
cause KLKK uses the convex hull as the outer envelope of the
molecule, it does suffer from MOA. PLB-SAVE is partially am-
biguous because of the strict threshold used to classify the con-
vex and concave surface regions through a discrete variant of the
Connolly function; as a consequence, it tends to miss shallow
grooves. On the other hand, Parulek et al. and Krone et al. are
surface-based methods, but Parulek et al.’s method may miss
identifying shallow grooves on the molecular surface because
the random domain sampling may not sample such cavities in a
proper way.

� Cavities. As expected, these methods are capable of correctly
identifying most cavities of proteins. Nevertheless, as explained
above, both Parulek et al.’s and PLB-SAVE may miss shallow
grooves because of their criteria to identify cavities. As an excep-
tion, CAVE-CL, a parallel variant of CAVE (see Section 8.10),
was designed to detect voids solely.

As seen from Table 7, the grid-based methods are still in their
infancy, so a long way has to be traced in relation to n-part cavity
detection (i.e. sub-cavities). Furthermore, there is not yet a bench-
marking tool to compare different methods regarding performance
and accuracy.

Finally, in terms of performance, most GPU implementations
of the methods described above were compared with their CPU
counterparts [KRS*13, LWP*13, BHHW15]. In contrast, Kim et al.
[KLKK16] only benchmarked the GPU implementation of their
algorithm using an increasing number of GPUs, while Dias et al.

[DNJG17] adopted both strategies, CPU-GPU and multiple GPU-
GPU. As expected, the use of a GPU setup speeds up the execution
of the programs relative to CPU setup, and the performance boost
is also noticeable when the number of GPUs increases, particularly
for proteins with a large number of atoms (approx. 100,000 atoms
or more).

11. Time-Varying Methods

The cavity detection methods discussed above apply to a single
protein conformation at a given time, that is, to a static structure.
However, protein molecules, along with their cavities, are dynam-
ically changing their conformation and shape over time. In fact, a
major problem with static cavity detection methods is that they miss
cavities that become only accessible in dynamic molecular con-
formations that are different to the crystal conformation [EH07].
However, in the last decade, a few works have addressed tracking
the geometric evolution of molecular cavities throughout the course
of molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories, as the protein molecule
switches between a sequence of stable conformation states. In a
more general setting, the reader is referred to Al-Bluwin et al.
[ABSC12] for more details. A summary of these methods can be
found in Table 8.

11.1. EPOSBP

Seemingly, EPOSBP was the former method to detect and track
transient protein cavities across a sequence of MD snapshots (or
time steps) [EH07]. EPOSBP aims at protein-protein interactions. It
is based on PASS (see Section 3.4), which is a sphere-based method.
Essentially, for a significant number of MD snapshots, the PASS
method is used to identify the protein cavities in each snapshot. Each
cavity is given an ID to track it during MD trajectories. Surprisingly,
Eyrisch and Helms [EH07] noted that all cavities change over the
time window of 10 ns, that is, they vanished and reappeared several
times over time. Note that to simulate a narrow lapse of 10 ns of
biological time may require computing resources of CPU-weeks.
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Table 8: Time-varying methods.

Cavities

Pockets

Methods Reference Core method Category
Dynamic
trajectories Clefts/Grooves Invaginations Tunnels Channels Voids

EPOSBP [EH07] PASS Sphere-based MD • • • • •
TexMol [BGG*10] TexMol Surface-based NMA • • • • •
dxTuber [RK11] dxTuber Grid-and-sphere-

based
MD • • •

MDpocket [SBCLB11] Fpocket Voronoi,
Grid-based

MD • •

PocketAnalyzerPCA [CPG*11] LIGSITE Grid-based MD, PCA • • • • •
Provar [AMA*12] PASS, Fpocket,

LIGSITE
Sphere,

Grid-based,
Voronoi

MD, ED,
NMA,
CBM

• • • • •

PPIAnalyzer [MPK*12] LIGSITE Grid-based MD,
FRODA

• • • •

CAVER 3.0 [CPB*12] CAVER 2.0 Voronoi MD • • • • •
TRAPP [KRH*13] TRAPP Grid-based MD, PCA •
LBBH [LBBH13] LBH Tessellation-based MD • • • • •
trj_cavity [PEG*14] trj_cavity Grid-based MD • • • • •
Epock [LCC*15] POVME Grid-based MD • •
Desdouits et al. [DNB15] GHECOM Grid-and-sphere-

based
MD, PCA • • • • •

Abbreviations: NMA, normal mode analysis; MD, molecular dynamics; PCA, principal component analysis; ED, essential dynamics; CBM, constraint-based
methods; FRODA, constrained geometric.

Another surprising result was the fact that transient protein
cavities are one order of magnitude more than the number of
cavities identified for the crystal structures of the apo proteins. This
shows that time-varying cavity detection methods are particularly
useful in elucidating unknown binding sites, that is, the protein crys-
tal structure lacks information about those missed binding cavities.

11.2. TexMol

TexMol (Texture Molecular Viewer) is a molecular visualization
client software that provides a user interface to a set of software
packages, including the one concerning detection and tracking meth-
ods for pockets and tunnels [BDST04].

Unlike EPOSBP, which is based on MD trajectories, TexMol uses
normal mode analysis (NMA) for the computation of small and large
time-scale molecular trajectories [BGG*10]. Note that MD runs on
the scale of nanoseconds to microseconds, and needs Brownian
motion trajectory filtering to tune simulation results. On the other
hand, NMA yields longer range molecular trajectories (on the scale
of milliseconds to seconds), and trajectory filtering is obtained by
selecting a subset k of the eigenmodes of the eigenmode expansion
(EME).

Based on the techniques described in Section 6, Bajaj and co-
authors [SB06, BGG09] take advantage of time-varying contour
trees to track birth, growth, and dissolution of cavities (topology),
as well as to compute stable manifolds on these NMA molecular
trajectories to track the change of the mouths of cavities (geometry).

11.3. dxTuber

In the line of the time-varying methods, which usually detect cavi-
ties for an ensemble of conformations, Raunest and Kandt [RK11]
developed a mixed grid-and-sphere based technique, called dxTu-
ber, which does not neglect alternate protein forms and relies on
cavity dynamics. Their technique is capable of detecting all three
main types of cavities (voids, channels, and pockets) by making
use of protein flexibility and solvent residence probabilities, which
are derived from molecular dynamics simulations, using solvent
molecules to probe for cavities. Therefore, dxTuber allows studying
cavities from a molecular dynamics perspective.

Solvent and protein trajectories computed via molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations are converted to a voxel representation of
mass-weighed spatial density maps using VMD [HDS96], which
outputs protein-internal and protein-external solvent regions. dx-
Tuber then separates both voxel regions and classifies a cavity as
a contiguous voxel set of protein-internal regions of high solvent
residence probability.

For each type of cavity, a different search algorithm was imple-
mented. Also, dxTuber was compared with SURFNET, CAVER and
PyMol to evaluate its computational performance. Only six proteins
that contain the most representative protein cavities (voids, chan-
nels and pockets) were tested. Since dxTuber relies on molecular
dynamics to probe protein cavities, this technique requires a large
amount of computational power to perform cavity analysis. There-
fore, simulation length, molecular size and voxel resolution directly
determine dxTuber’s performance.
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11.4. MDpocket

MDpocket relies on Fpocket (see Section 8.9) [SBCLB11]. Recall
that Fpocket builds upon the Voronoi tessellation to detect protein
cavities. It returns such cavities as clusters of α-spheres that are
tangential to surface atoms of a given protein.

Tracking of transient cavities is performed using an axis-aligned
grid of nodes equally spaced, with each voxel having the size (vol-
ume) of 1.0 Å3. Firstly, Fpocket is run in each snapshot, that is,
Fpocket is executed as many times as the number n of pre-defined
snapshots. Secondly, for each snapshot l, each α-sphere is assigned
to the closest grid node (i, j, k), being then the number αl of counted
α-spheres normalized by the number of snapshots as follows:

ρ(i,j,k) = 1

n

n∑
l=1

αl, (7)

where n stands for the number of snapshots. It is clear that this
originates a cavity density map ρ within the grid. This cavity density
map indicates how many α-spheres are packed within cavities of the
complement space.

Thirdly, for each snapshot l, each grid node (i, j, k) is given a
binary occupancy parameter δl , that is, δl = 1 if the node has been
assigned at least an α-sphere; otherwise, δl = 0. It follows a cavity
frequency map 	 over the grid, which is generated through the
normalization of the binary occupancy parameter δl associated to
each node (i, j, k) across the sequence of snapshots as follows:

	(i,j,k) = 1

n

n∑
l=1

δl . (8)

This means that the grid node (i, j, k) is persistently accessible
to the solvent if 	(i,j,k) = 1, blocked if 	(i,j,k) = 0, and transiently
accessible if 0 < 	(i,j,k) < 1. Summing up, encoding cavities in a
grid over time allows us to track cavities during MD trajectories.
Thus, MDpocket renders a more generic and less error-prone iden-
tifying and tracking technique for cavities than EPOSBP, provided
that ID labelling is unnecessary.

11.5. PocketAnalyzerPCA

PocketAnalyzerPCA is another method to detect and track dynamic
cavities along MD trajectories [CPG*11]. It was developed aiming
at the characterization of protein–ligand interactions. It implements
a variant of the grid-based cavity detection algorithm LIGSITE
(see Section 4.3) to identify cavities—as connected aggregates of
grid nodes—in each snapshot (or time step), as well as principal
component analysis (PCA) to track the shape evolution of cavities.

More specifically, this method applies PCA directly on the grid
nodes of each cavity, with the purpose of unveiling the dominant
deformation of the cavity over time. Note that the PCA might also
be applied to the atomic centres, in which case we would have to
guarantee that PCA would be applied to all the atoms bordering
the cavity; otherwise, some cavities may not be identified. As an
example, only using Cα atoms in the computation of MD trajectories
makes some cavities undetected.

This method involves two major steps: PCA and clustering. The
PCA step provides the following: (i) principal component (PC)
eigenvectors, which unveil the dominant deformation modes of the
cavity, and (ii) PC projections (called ‘scores’) that characterize
the cavity conformational distribution (CCD). In the second step,
clustering of the CCD results of a given protein that deforms over
time allows us to reduce the entire set of its structures to a small
subset that holds noticeably different binding pocket conformations.

11.6. Provar

Provar (Probability of variation) was developed by Ashford et al.
[AMA*12]. As other cavity tracking methods, the leading idea of
Provar is gaining insight into binding cavities through the inspection
of time-varying conformations of any protein. As suggested above,
the argument is that the cavity prediction based on a single static
structure may fail to detect putative binding sites, in particular,
transient cavities that change in their shape and size over time;
persistent cavities are less prone to be left out.

Provar admits, as input, sequences of conformational variants
(or conformations) of a single protein produced from a number
of sources, namely: molecular dynamics (MD), essential dynamics
(ED), normal mode analysis (NMA) or constraint-based methods
(CBM) (e.g. CONCOORD and tCONCOORD), solution-NMR con-
formational ensembles, multiple protein structures solved in distinct
crystal forms, or with distinct ligands or experimental conditions.
The detection of cavities for each conformation of the same protein
can be performed using PASS, LIGSITE or Fpocket. Provar auto-
matically identifies and scores cavity-lining atoms and residues, that
is, those atoms and residues bounding each cavity, after which it un-
dertakes the probabilistic analysis of changes of cavities on protein
surface in terms of shape and size.

11.7. PPIAnalyzer

PPIAnalyzer is due to Metz et al. [MPK*12]. It is targeted at
protein–protein interactions (PPIs). Metz and co-authors noted two
challenges to bear in mind in dealing with PPIs. First, in contrast to
protein–ligand bindings, protein–protein interfaces—enabling the
interaction between proteins—are rather flat, that is, they lack a
noticeable binding cavity. Second, taking into account the com-
monly large size of protein-protein interfaces—which may vary in
the range 1200 to 4660 Å2 approximately—protein–protein binding
tends to be broader in terms of occupied area of the interface.

In fact, as noted by Metz et al. [MPK*12], the experimental
evidence suggests that residues participating in protein–protein in-
teractions tend to be spatially clustered in protein-protein interfaces,
resulting in the so-called ‘hot spot’ regions. Furthermore, it was also
observed an opening of transient cavities in protein–protein inter-
faces. Therefore, one concludes that to determine protein–protein
interfaces, one has to look for hot spots and transient cavities.

This method works as follows. First, one uses and compares
molecular dynamics (MD) and constrained geometric (FRODA)
simulations to generate structural ensembles. Second, PPIAnalyzer
proceeds to the analysis of structural properties of protein–protein
interfaces in such ensembles, with the goal of identifying transient
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cavities exclusively using geometric criteria. Third, one identifies
hot spots and ranks protein–protein interface modulators (PPIMs) by
applying the molecular mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann (generalized
Born) surface area (MM-PB(GB)SA) approach.

11.8. CAVER 3.0

CAVER 3.0 was proposed by Chovancova et al. [CPB*12] as a
time-varying follow-up of the previous CAVER (see Section 7.2)
method to predict tunnels and channels, which play an important role
as transport pathways of water solvent, ions and small molecules
in many proteins. While CAVER applies to static macromolecular
structures, CAVER 3.0 was designed to cope with transient tun-
nels and channels over time. Moreover, CAVER 3.0 puts forward
new algorithms capable of identifying and clustering such transport
pathways. CAVER 3.0 was also incorporated as part of the CAVER
Analyst 1.0 graphic tool [KSS*14].

The method of CAVER 3.0 consists of three steps: (i) identifi-
cation of pathways for each MD simulation’s snapshot; (ii) clus-
tering of such pathways across all snapshots; and (iii) ranking
of pathway clusters. Note that the steps concerning the identifi-
cation and clustering of pathways are independent of each other, so
that their calculation within distinct snapshots can be performed in
parallel.

The identification of pathways (first step) within each snapshot
starts with the construction of a pseudo-Voronoi diagram of a given
protein. Let r the vdW radius of the smallest atom of the protein.
Every single atom with a radius greater than r is approximated by a
user-specified number of balls of radius r , that is, each large atom
is approximated by a set of smallest pseudo-atoms. The idea here
is to approximate the weighted Voronoi diagram (also known as
Apollonius diagram) of a set of atoms through the ordinary Voronoi
diagram of an augmented set of atomic centres. Then, as usual,
pathways are identified as graph paths made up of Voronoi vertices
and edges.

After detecting pathways within each snapshot, these are clus-
tered (second step) regarding their geometric similarities (e.g. geo-
metric distance). To identify the same cavity in disparate snapshots,
the authors have proposed a modification of the average-link hierar-
chical clustering algorithm [LPFL08] by computing on-the-fly the
distance between pathways.

Each cluster is then ranked by priority p = k/n, where k is the
sum of throughputs of all pathways in such a cluster, and n is the total
number of snapshots of the MD simulation. This means that both
the number of pathways and their throughputs in a cluster contribute
to its ranking. It is clear that, if the cluster contains two or pathways
in the same snapshot, only the highest-throughput pathway is taken
into account.

11.9. Lindow et al.’s method (LBBH)

This method was proposed by Lindow et al. [LBBH13], and it is
here also named LBBH method after its authors. It extends the
LBH method [LBH11] designed for a single conformation of a
molecule and its cavities to dynamic cavities in molecular dynamics

trajectories. This method consists of two steps: pre-processing step
and interactive step.

The pre-processing step consists in computing the Apollonius
diagram (i.e. Voronoi diagram of wdW spheres), which represents
the skeletal structure of cavities, for each molecular simulation’s
snapshot. In other words, this step aims at computing the static
molecular paths for each snapshot in a separate manner, as in an
authors’ previous work [LBH11].

In mathematical terms, a static molecular path is nothing more
than a subset of the skeleton of the distance function determined
by the vdW spheres; specifically, it consists of maxima and index-2
saddles and maxima of such a distance function, together with their
interconnecting separatrices.

The interactive step allows the user to identify, choose and visu-
alize the dynamic cavities and their changes over time, that is, users
observe how dynamic molecular paths (cavities) evolve over time.

11.10. TRAPP

Kokh et al. [KRH*13] introduced TRAPP (TRAnsient Pockets in
Proteins). TRAPP works on ensembles of protein conformations
obtained from simulations or from experimental structures, from
which it is capable of identifying the stable and transient regions of
cavities in an automated manner.

TRAPP uses a grid-based method for cavity detection that de-
termines the shape and physical properties of every single binding
site. The detection of transient cavity regions is performed using
two distinct techniques. The first takes advantage of PCA to corre-
late cavity variations, muck like in PocketAnalyzerPCA. The second
calculates the averaged deviation of the cavity shape in a molecular
trajectory (i.e. across an ensemble of structures or conformations of
a given protein) relative to a reference (crystal) structure; such a de-
viation was named the averaged relative deviation from a reference
structure (ARDR).

This method distinguishes itself from others in that it only con-
siders binding sites for which there are already known ligands. To
validate the ability of TRAPP in detecting stable and transient cav-
ities, their authors used a set of holo-proteins and already known
protein motion trajectories, more specifically, trajectories generated
by standard MD simulation over 10 ns, which are available from the
MoDEL database [MDH*10].

11.11. trj_cavity

trj_cavity was developed by Paramo et al. [PEG*14] within the
GROMACS (www.gromacs.org) framework for quickly identify-
ing and characterizing cavities detected along MD trajectories. The
method is based on a new grid-based approach to detect cavities on
each frame (or snapshot) by efficiently searching neighbour voxels;
in fact, its time complexity is linear with respect to the number
of voxels. More specifically, trj_cavity searches for each voxel be-
longing to a cavity along each of six directions defined by the pos-
itive and negative x, y and z axes. The method can detect cavities
along the trajectory by assuming that the next frame has the same
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cavity on the current frame, and they overlap somehow partially
in space.

The performance of trj_cavity is heavily dependent on some pa-
rameters, which include the voxel size and the number of cavities
that the user aims to detect, for example, cavities with a prede-
fined value volume. Furthermore, although the grid-based method
underlying trj_cavity does not require the user to choose a cavity
of interest, he/she has to do that in the context of cavity’s trajectory
analysis.

11.12. Epock

Laurent et al. [LCC*15] developed Epock, a software package used
for tracking a protein cavity volume throughout MD trajectories,
which is intended not for cavity identification, but instead to follow
a priori determined cavities over time. It extends the method pro-
posed in the POVME program [DdOM11], and takes as input an
MD trajectory and a topology of the cavity under analysis, defined
by a maximum encompassing region that provides spatial bounds
for each cavity using a combination of simple three-dimensional ob-
jects (spheres, cylinders and cuboids). For each cavity, Epock then
calculates its free space, composed of the set of all grid points where
the distance to the protein exceeds a user-defined probe radius. Fi-
nally, it outputs cavity volume variations, residue contributions and
the computed trajectory of this free space over time, which can be
visualized by VMD [HDS96].

11.13. Desdouits et al.’s method

Similar to PocketAnalyzerPCA, Desdouits et al.’s method
[DNB15] also uses the PCA technique to track the dynamic ge-
ometry of protein cavities over time. Their method builds upon
gHECOM (grid-based HECOMi finder) described in Section 5.5.
Recall that gHECOM is a grid-and-sphere-based method that uses
probe spheres of minimum and maximum sizes to better delineate
the cavity bounds (i.e. mouth openings), reducing this way the occur-
rence of cavity false positives and negatives. In fact, small cavities
(with volume less than 12.0 Å3) are thrown away. By definition, a
cavity is a concavity accessible to the solvent probe (i.e. the water
molecule of 1.4 Å radius).

Unlike PocketAnalyzerPCA, cavity trajectories are indirectly de-
termined by identifying the cavities on each conformation of atomic
trajectories. As argued by Desdouits et al. [DNB15], determining
cavity trajectories using the absolute 3D positions of their grid nodes
is sensitive to alignment of the protein in space. They also confirmed
the dynamic nature of the cavity evolution over time, as advanced
by Eyrisch and Helms [EH07], with cavities—no matter their size—
appearing and disappearing at several locations of the protein.

11.14. Time-varying methods: A discussion

With the advent of GPU computing in the last decade, it be-
came feasible to simulate MD trajectories of atoms and molecules
(and, implicitly, their cavities) within a reasonable time window.
This, combined with datasets of trajectories (e.g. MoDEL database
[MDH*10]), has ushered in time-varying methods to identify

dynamic or transient cavities. As a consequence, we now have tools
to uncover unknown cavities and putative binding sites that result
from protein–ligand and protein–protein interactions.

As shown in Table 8, most time-varying methods are based on
existing static methods; for example, EPOSBP is based on PASS,
which is a sphere-based method. But, note that most of them
belong to the category of grid-based methods. However, as ar-
gued above, Voronoi diagram-based methods, in particular, Apol-
lonius diagram-based methods, are more accurate than grid-based
methods.

On the other hand, trajectories of atoms and molecules com-
puted by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are adequate for
short time-scales, and are dominant in the current state-of-the-art
of time-varying methods, as shown in Table 8. Only a couple of
these methods (i.e. TexMol and Provar) take advantage of NMA
simulations, which are more suited for large time-scales. Both MD
and NMA simulations are computationally rather expensive; in par-
ticular, an MD simulation of a few nanoseconds for a large a pro-
tein takes a very long time, because solving Newton’s equations
is computationally expensive. Hence, the increasing use of high-
performance computation resources (e.g. GPUs) to speed up these
simulations. Recall that the computation an MD simulation is akin
to N -body simulation, that is, it involves pairwise interactions of N

particles.

12. Limitations, Challenges, and Future Directions

A more comprehensive characterization of what is a protein cavity
in structural and functional terms would allow for a refinement of
the current detection algorithms. As noted in [OFH*14], the initial
challenge for any cavity detection method lies in the mathematical
specification of the cavity. This is noticeable when it comes to
identifying the boundary atoms that make up a cavity, that is, its
‘walls, floor, and ceiling (mouth)’.

The current cavity specifications of the various methods described
above lead to some trade-offs. Sphere-based algorithms have dif-
ficulties in dealing with cavities of different sizes simultaneously,
because that requires using probe spheres of empirically distinct
sizes for each protein, resulting in difficulties in detecting and de-
lineating cavity mouth openings on proteins. In fact, a relatively
small probe can function as a stopgap for invaginations with small
mouth openings, but shallow cavities (i.e. grooves) require large
probes as ceiling bounds. Therefore, they are probe-radius sensitive.
Besides, as Benkaidali et al. [BAM*14] noted, the spherical model
of probes is often inadequate for the detection of shallow cavities
(e.g. depressions or grooves), and cavities of cylindrical shapes (e.g.
tunnels or channels). In the same vein, grid-based algorithms suffer
from ambiguity issues related with grid-spacing, protein-orientation
sensitivity and delineation of mouth openings, in particular, the cav-
ity entry/exit that separates the empty space of a given cavity from
the remaining empty space [NH06]. Tessellation-based algorithms
also suffer from MOA, and this explains why some of them use the
convex hull as outer boundary. Besides, they (at least the former
methods of this category) may fail in detecting some cavities (i.e.
false negatives), and detect cavities that are false positives quite
easily.
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Summing up, the deficiencies of these methods explain the need
for refined techniques to detect cavities on protein surfaces. This
is the case of mixed geometric methods, and surface methods, as
well as the consensus methods. Mixed methods are an attempt of
aggregating the strengths of two distinct techniques and, at the same
time, mitigating their weaknesses. Consensus methods act on the
results of two or more methods, without re-engineering any of them.
Furthermore, surface-based methods seemingly are an alternative to
the other more conventional categories of methods. Besides, we need
for further developments in hierarchical segmentation techniques
for protein structures and surfaces.

Thus, we envisage the following challenges in the near future:

� Sphere-based methods. To study and apply geometric segmenta-
tion techniques, as of computer graphics, to a set of balls featuring
atoms, and its complementary space in 3D space. Can we seg-
ment such a set of balls in a way to get a meaningful segmentation
in terms of cavities as putative binding sites?

� Grid-based methods. In the line of a few methods found in
the literature, like those due to Delaney [Del92], Masuya and
Doi [MD95] and [Kaw10], grid-based methods would benefit in
large from a proper generalization of image segmentation tech-
niques from 2D to 3D, as of in image processing and analysis
field.

� Surface-based methods. We will need more advanced formula-
tions for protein surfaces to take advantage of geometric prop-
erties and shape descriptors of smooth surfaces in differential
geometry (e.g. gradient, normal vector and so forth) to seg-
ment protein surfaces into cavities and protrusions. Surface-
based methods do not use space decompositions, grids and probe
spheres, and are potentially faster in their computations to find
protein cavities. Besides, and following Lindow et al. [LBH14],
we likely need to explore and design (or reformulate) new al-
gorithms based on new types of molecular surfaces, as it is the
case of the ligand-excluded surface (LES), which can be seen
as a generalization of SES. Note that there is not an analytical
formulation for LES yet.

� Tessellation-based methods. In part, the communities of com-
puter graphics and geometric computing (i.e. computational ge-
ometry and computer aided geometric design) already brought
part of the bulk of knowledge related to combinatorial geometry
and numerical geometry into the field of molecular graphics and
modelling. Therefore, one expects that this research in cavity
detection methods will continue in the future.

Obviously, all these methods are essentially static, that is, they
operate on only one protein conformation. If we wish to mimic
the dynamic behaviour of proteins and their interactions with other
molecules, we need to develop new models, techniques and tools
capable of coping with geometry that varies over time. That is,
we need to develop an adequate theory of the dynamic geometry
of molecules (e.g. via contour trees) based on tracing of singu-
larities of the vector field generated by the electron density map
associated with a molecule. In this respect, the search for more
robust and efficient time-varying geometry methods will be cen-
tral to future breakthroughs in the field of molecular graphics and
modelling.

13. Conclusions

We have reviewed the literature concerning geometric methods to
detect cavities on proteins. We have identified four main families
of cavity detection algorithms: sphere-based, grid-based, surface-
based and tessellation-based. Additionally, we were able to identify
three additional families of mixed methods, namely those based on
grid-and-sphere (Section 5), on grid-and-surface (Section 7) and
also on consensus (Section 9). All these techniques were designed
for analysing a single protein conformation so that they identify
static cavities.

A current trend in this field is to develop dynamic models for
protein surfaces that deform over time and mimic their biophys-
ical behaviour. To this end, we need surface models for proteins
that take into account protein–ligand and protein–protein inter-
actions; for example, we need a model that is further capable
of representing induced conformations on molecular binding and
thereby captures topological transformations of, for example, a
void into a pocket, and vice versa. In many ways, this is a chal-
lenge for those involved in physically based geometry research,
which directly involves Computer Graphics and Geometry Pro-
cessing. The promise borne by these new approaches is both a
more faithful and farther reaching model of protein–ligand interac-
tions that could yield significant gains in molecular simulation and
modelling.
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